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Among Ourselyes

Because of the special importance of Stalin's
death, we have turned over the major portion
of our editorial section in this issue to the views
of four men equipped by personal experience
to judge what the results for Soviet Russia and
COlnmunism are likely to be. Alexander Keren
sky was Premier and Minister President of
Russia following the democratic Revolution of
February, 1917, and rem.ained in office until the
Bolshevik seizure of power in October. Max
Eastman, in 1926, published "Lenin's Testa
ment," a suppressed letter in which Lenin
warned his party against Stalin's excessive
power; he was rewarded by being personally
denounced by Stalin in an international broad
cast as a "gangster of the pen." William Henry
Chamberlin lived in Moscow for twelve years,
until 1934, as correspondent for the Christian
Science Monitor. His scholarly and authorita
tive history of the Russian Revolution, and suc
cessive books about what followed, have become
indispensable to stUdents, historians, and writ
ers. James Burnham examined Stalin's aims and
purposes in two books, The Struggle for the
World and The Coming Defeat of Communism.
His recent survey of our foreign policy, par
ticularly in relation to Soviet Russia, was pub
lished February twenty-sixth under the title
Containment or Liberation?
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Cards, Horses and Diplomacy
Your contributor, Lord Vansittart, has reminded us of
something we should never forget: that diplomatists
of the old school to which Lord Vansittart belongs re
garded diplomacy as a card game. He says that nego
tiations with the Chinese Communist government have
been "rendered impossible by playing a trump card
too soon without taking a trick." Or diplomacy waB
regarded as a horse race: "If the Russians think that
they have bought a winner by playing the Arabs
against the Jews, they have a nag which will win them
no races." Such are the flippant thoughts from which
Lord Vansittart proceeds to advise us regarding rela
tions with Iran and Egypt.

These are an old man's dreamings and, fortunately,
very few are bemused with the idea that the English
people should risk being engaged in another war in
disputes that, as news to hand since he wrote shows,
may be settled by conciliation. Quite evidently, his idea
of "virile diplomacy" is of that kind which led to World
War One, costing one million English lives, and which
in turn led to World War Two, costing, I understand,
a further four hundred thousand English lives.
Ber.keley, Calif. CHARLES B. COLLINS

Unions as Legislative Bodies
In Professor Wolman's article on "Changing the Labor
Law" he says: "Labor unions are private organiza
tions.No one has the authority to endow them with
the powers of government." However, the Supreme
Court has held that labor unions, when acting as bar
gaining agents, are far from being "private organiza
tions" and Congress has endowed them, when so acting,
with "powers comparable to those possessed by a legis
lative body."
Chicago, Ill. THOMAS H. SLUSSER

A Barrier to Foreign Trade
The "Buy-American" Act was passed twenty years
ago, in the depths of the depression, as make-work
legislation. Since that time it has cost the American
taxpayer several billion dollars in government expen
ditures. Perhaps more important than this. is the bar
rier it presents today to a sound foreign trade program
and the effort to substitute "trade for aid."

I have introduced H. R. 613 for the purpose of re
pealing this law, and the bill is now pending before
the House Public Works Committee. Any assistance
you can provide in calling attention to the harmful
effects of the Buy-American Act will be greatly ap
preciated.
Washington, D. C. FRANK E. SMITH, M.C.

Sister Kenny Impresses
You recently published a letter from Lawrence T.
Brown, M.D., criticizing the Freeman for comment
mildly favorable to the late Sister Kenny. Dr. Brown's
letter is sharply critical of Sister Kenny's method for
treating acute polio. He charges specifically that "her
theory was completely incorrect and, by scientific
means, has repeatedly been proved to be incorrect."
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In the January 10 issue of the Journal of the Ameri
can Medical Association, three Minneapolis doctors
report on a study conducted over a five-year period of
391 patients who were treated by the Kenny method.
Of these patients 45.1 per cent made an absolute and
complete recovery from acute polio. Another 24 per
cent made a recovery termed by the three doctors
"essentially normal." Another 22.5 per cent were de
scribed as "moderately weak" following treatment but
"not handicapped severely," and only 8.3 per cent re
mained severely handicapped. Bearing in mind that
only acute cases were checked in this study, this record
impresses my lay mind as rather good. I wonder if any
other method of treatment can offer proof of equal
effectiveness.
Santa Barbara, Calif. VIC'fOR L. KLEE

A Jolt to One-Worlders
I am so stirred with the clarity and importance of two
articles in the February 23rd issue that I do beg that
there will be reprints of "Roofs Without Houses" and
"Balance Sheet of the Cold War." They are clear in
the way they explain, eloquently too, much that is
going on to people who are alarmed, confused, but
who don't worry enough or constructively enough.
"Roofs Without Houses" should jolt all these One
Worlders more than anything I have seen-and I've
seen much.
Indianapolis, Ind. T. V. P. KRULL

Respectable Literature
Although I am not 'a regular subscriber to the Free
man, I do buy two or three copies of each issue from
my nearby newsstand. This newsstand proprietor sells
many Communist publications and I buy your maga
zine from him so that he will continue to carry some
respectable literature, and I can send my neighbors
there to buy it. I find the Freeman a most interesting
magazine and a very educational one.
Los Angeles, Calif. FRANCES CLARK

Abolish the FSA
I am afraid your editorial, "The Public Comes First"
(the Freeman, March 9), was guilty of some of the
"sticky logic" that Thaddeus Ashby complained of in
your book columns not long ago. Evidently, your only
argument for the retention of the "social security"
system is: "The functions of the Security Agency are
now part of the permanent. activities of the Federal
Government." As consistent libertarians, it is. difficult
to see how you could repeat the welfare-statist defense
of this fraud. . . .

The free m,an's (as opposed to the Freeman's) an
swer to the question raised in your editorial is: Abolish
the Federal Security Administration altogether!
New York City RALPH RAICO

Malarkey
Having been an avid reader and supporter of the Free
man, I am surprised that you would print the "Ameri
can Disease" article. Apparently Mr. Kavanagh is
basing his convictions of "all Americans," in the sec
ond line, on the conglomeration in New York City and
surrounding locale. What I want to know is, how many
average Americans does Mr. Kavanagh claim to really
kno\v? Such malarkey!
Binghamton, N. Y. JANET W. GRAHAM
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After Stalin, What?
The death of Stalin opens up, at the very least,
a wider range of possibilities than existed while
he lived. It is conceivable, of course, that the
situation after his death may be even worse than
that before it. It is conceivable that Malenkov or
those around him may decide that the best way
to consolidate their power at home is to launch an
immediate foreign war-as a way of insuring
greater "unity and vigilance," and as a better ex
cuse for exterminating rivals.

But while anything is possible, and while it is
not given to any of us to foretell the future with
assurance, the probabilities now favor a healthier,
a more peaceful, and a freer world. It is improb
able, for instance, that Malenkov will turn out to
have as great a genius for evil as Stalin. It is
probable that it will take him months and even
years, as it took Stalin, to purge the potential
aspirants for his job. Revolutions within the
Kremlin walls can still not be ruled out. Disaffec
tion of at least some leaders in the satellite coun
tries, or in outlying districts of Russia itself, is
more than likely. In brief, it is a time for revival
of hope.

Yet rational hope is of most value as a prelude
to rational action. And the future will depend far
more on what we do than on what happens just
now in Moscow. We must first of all break the
hypnotic state, "the posture of paralyzed tension,"
that we got ourselves into in our relations with
Stalin and the whole Communist world.' Instead
of continuing to wait fearsomely for "what the
Kremlin is going to do next," and then making
some belated, half-hearted, and ill-considered an
swer, we must adopt our own positive policy
toward the Communist threat, and seize the in
itiative in the cold war.

Much is being written today about Stalin's tre
mendous cunning. Yet great as his evil abilities
undoubtedly were, when we look back at the record
we are forced to conclude that it was less Stalin's
duplicity than the blindness and confusion of our
own leaders that helped to build the Communist
power and menace to its present proportions.

Consider what we did. For seventeen years we
had refused to recognize the Communist despotism
in Uussia. During those years we got along better
with it than we ever have since. But in 1934 we
decided that wisdom had been folly, and we recog
nized the Stalinist government on the false eco
nODlic argument that it would benefit our trade
and. on the false political argument that diplo
matic relations imply nothing luore than recogni
tion that a government is actually in power.

T'he promised volume of trade never material
ized. Stalin, however, used his recognition to in
tensify his propaganda here and to send spies in
our midst with diplomatic immunity. And events
have proved that official recognition does in fact
imply moral support. When the arch-criminal
Stalin died at last, the heads of the governments
of the free world felt forced to express their sym
pathy and regret. Is there any wonder that the
man in the street is morally confused by all this,
and that our own policy is confused by it?

Official recognition, of course, is merely a symp
tom of the basic confusions in our policy. In the
war against Germany we had opportunity after
opportunity to insist, in return for our tremen
dous help to Stalin, on minimum political condi
tions and guarantees in return. But we failed to
insist on a single worthwhile political condition
for our help. On the contrary, at every point our
representatives allowed themselves to be out
traded and out-maneuvered. They accepted condi
tions where they should have imposed them.

But most of our mistakes of policy have been
the consequence of confusion of basic ideology.
We have paid lip-service to free enterprise and
representative government at home, but have
thrown our support to socialist expropriation and
dictatorship abroad.

There is no reason, however, why Eisenhower
should be bound by the errors of his predecessors
in the last twenty years. The death of Stalin has
brought to our new President an opportunity, such
as has seldom come to any man in history, to re
store freedom, peace, and honor in the world.
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Alexander Kerensky:
My optimism about the resuUs of Stalin's death
does not rest on the hope of quarrels among his

.successors. There are three reasons ,why no such
quarrels can be expected, at least in the near fu
ture. One is that Stalin has spent the better part
of his ,time for the last two years planning a form
of organization, and picking the men for key posi
tions in it, which would prevent such quarrels so far
as that is humanly possible. My information is that
he was for some time prior to his death living
mostly on the Black Sea, letting the men who were
to succeed him mee,t the daily problems of govern
ment-intervening when necessary, but chiefly
watching them and drawing his conclusions. There
is no doubt that his arteriosclerosis was suffi
ciently advanced for him to know his early death
was imminent. It was sudden news to us, but not
to his physicians. And he was a man of caution,
a man who laid plans. He would not let anything,
even death, catch him unprepared, if he could help
it. So we ,may be sure that this ten-horse team
which has replaced the old Politburo was picked and
put in harness by Stalin himself. It is nothing
like the incongruous troika-Stalin, Kamenev, and
Zinoviev-tp.at came into power when Lenin died.

Another reason why these men will pull together
is that they all know they can not afford to quarrel.
They are holding down a volcano in Russia. The
dispatches you read in the newspapers that people
were weeping in the churches 'were all nonsense.
Nobody who went to church was weeping over the
dea,th of Stalin. A good many of those who did weep
were actuated more by fear for their own future
than sorrow for the loss of Stalin. About twenty
million Russians, I should say, sincerely ,mourn the
death of the tyrant. Some six million of the eight
million party members, the privileged ,bureaucrats
and specialists, the' indoctrinated youths of the
Komsomol. Perhaps fifteen million would be ne'arer
to it. That leaves a population a'bout the size of that
of the United States to be held down. And then
the're is the mounting anger and abhorrence of the
Soviet regime throughout the ,western world. No,
they c,an't afford to quarrel.

Moreover, all those who were strong and brainy
enough to hold their own in a struggle for state
power have been pur,ged. That has been Stalin's
system. That is how he survived. I can't see a
single man on the Russian horizon, le~t alone two
of them, sufficiently strong to put up a colossal
fight for power such as might give us hope of a
breakdown or a change.

I res,t my hope not on quarrels but on stupidities.
Forthese Stalin's purge'S have prepared the ground.
And even if he had let slip a few strong and able
men, they couldn't replaBe Stalin. T never shared
the disposition of some of my colleagues to minimize
his rare gifits. He was like Lenin in combining
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fanatical adherence to the goal as he conceived it
-the so-called "classless" society-with com,plete
realism and araoralism as to the means of reaehing
it. He was more stubborn than Lenin, more rather
than less fanatical. ,Especially in his last years, the
years of his illness, Lenin became more mellow,
more human, as I learned from Dr. Bakunin, who
tended him. Stalin was als'o more narrow-minded
than Lenin, and hence a more dangerous fanatic.
Lenin was at least capable of realizing that if cer
tain e!conomicconditions failed to develop, it might
be necessary to go back to the path of genuine
political democracy. Moreover, Stalin conceived the
whole Communis,t movement in purely military
terms. Class war meant to him armed warfare, and
armed warfare meant absolute discipline and obe
dience, shooting traitors and deserters, even those
who broke ranks.

Such traits of character are rarely combined with
the ahility to maneuver which Stalin possessed, to
trick the enemy, to inspire trust and good will, as
he did with his Popular Front tactic and his genial
lies to Churchill and Roosevelt at Yalta and Teheran.
For all_ these -reasons S.talin is irreplaceable. That
is 'why my optimism is based on the inevitable stu
pidities of his successors, not on the: near prospect
of any quarrels among them.

Max Eastman:
Two facts seem to me relevant if you want to make
guesses or bets about the political consequences
of Stalin's death. First, the chance that anyone
in Russia can fill Stalin's place is so small as to
be negligible. Stalin had as rare a combination of
qualities as any of the great or terrible men who
have left long shadows in history. George Papan
dreou, the Greek statesman, summarized those
qualities for me in a phrase I'll never forget. He
called Stalin "a genius of patience, continuity,
cruelty, and fraud." Stalin loved intrigue; he
loved to fool people. To make everybody think he
was doing one thing when he was doing the exact
opposite was a delight to him, an art which he
cultivated. He hoodwinked all the big shots in
the Politburo after Lenin died, and he hood
winked all the big shots in the western world at
Yalta, Teheran, and Potsdam. The whole western
world was played for a sucker by this master of
deceit, murder, the long look, the steady look, and
the intri'cate mechanics of power. Don't bet on the
notion that such a genius is likely to be replaced
any time soon.

On the other hand, don't forget that the ma
chine he built is still there. If the little gang .,of
ten whom :he left in charge continue to agree on
the chauffeur, the machine will keep running for
a long time. It's a contest between their knowledge
of the necessity of turning over the power and



the Hcharisma" to a new leade~, and the impulse
of the strongest among them to hang onto it, or
a bit of it, for themselves. However, even if knowl
edge wins out, and the machine holds together, it
will never run as it did with the master mechanic
at the wheel. Since the day of Stalin's death the
conspiracy against freedom is far less formidable
both in Russia and throughout the West than it
was before. A supernormal obstacle is removed
from the path. to a civilized world.

These facts provide no basis for answering the
question, what will happen in Russia as a result
of Stalin's death. That answer may be a long time
coming. But why should we sit and wait for it?
Why indeed do we ask such a question? Have we
fallen so hopelessly into the habit of surrender
ing the initiative to Stalin that we have to go
right on surrendering it to his corpse? After
Stalin, what are we going to do? is the question
we should ask. And the above facts enable us to
answer that if we have the force and penetration.

First, step up the hot war in Korea with the
simple and natural intention of winning it. Noth
ing could be more timely than General Van Fleet's
report, published on the very morning of the news
about Stalin, that there is no way to hold Asia
for freedom except to win the war in Korea.

Second, we should step up the cold war in
Europe and throughout the world. The inter
national Communist movement is for the time
be'ing, notwithstanding Malenkov, headless. It
takes time to build up a world leader greater than
Aristotle, Shakespeare, Galileo, Julius Caesar,
and Jesus Christ. And meanwhile, the dismay and
confusion will be vast, for nobody in the entire
Communist movement has the habit of thinking
,vith his own brains.

Representative Kirsten of Wisconsin set us an
example by introducing in the House, on the day
of Stalin's death, a resolution designed to per
suade the new administration to inlplement an,
amendment which he sponsored to the Mutual
Security Act that became a law two years ago.
The amendment provides for the formation of
escapees from Iron Curtain countries into na
tionalmilitary units and cadres of anti-Communist
troops to be attached to NATO. Reviewing the
flights, surrenders, and desertions of Russian and
satellite soldiers in the last ten years, Mr. Kirsten
expressed a doubt whether the Communists would
"trust any of their pilots alone in the air, or divi
sions in the field, if we made a serious effort to help
them surrender without endangering their lives."

That is one upstanding ans'wer to the question:
A.fter Stalin, what? The question must be an
swered by the American nation. No one else has
the power. And if we answer clearly and :fear
lessly for ourselves alone, the other free nations
will follow along.

James Burnham:
During the days just before and after Stalin's
death, I found myself wondering whe,ther Marxism
may not ,be right in its contention that Western
civilization is incurahly sick. The leaders and spokes
men of the West, officia'l and unofficial, gaped pas
sively, as if in a stunned coma. The "experts"
dribbled idle nonsense about the "succession." (Was
it to delude themselves, or the res,t of us, with the'
fancy that it would make the slightest difference'
whether Molotov or Beria or Kruschev or Malenkov
or Ivan Ivanovitch were initially assigned this or
that or the other nominal post?) Meanwhile Stalin,
in dying as so often in life, had control of the
massive press and radio system of that bourgeois
\vorld for which he had so utter a contempt.

Healthy men, even very ill men who still have the
will to live, respond actively to the challenges from
their environment. They do not merely mumble:
"The fire is spreading. Will it catch next in this
room or that?" or "The tiger comes near. Will he
first eat you or you or me'?" They do some,thing: put
out the fire, shoot or fight the tiger. But with Stalin
dying the experts and the leaders said only: "Will it
be X or Y or Z? Win they quarrel, or agree? Will
they be still worse than Stalin or maybe juslt a little
gentler? Will they 'want war right away or not until
a few years off?"

With Stalin dead, what words then came! From
the Secretary of the United Nations, under whose
presumed leadership brave men are grappling in the
snows of Korea with hordes ordered to the attack
by Stalin, came requiem praise for ,the "great
statesman." From the Chairman of the United Na
tions Assembly, the're was tribute to the "leader"
of the crusade against Nazi aggression. And in
all the western capitals, "official condolences,"
flags at half mast, diplomats in black gloves car
rying cards of polite remembrance.

Is there no leade'r of the western world with
wisdom, intelligence, courage-and common sense
enough to declare: "Let mankind rejoice that the
bloodiest butcherr in history has gone to his dis
honored grave!"

As to what will happen, we can be sure of the
t\VO key facts. First,the basic Soviet strategy and
the supreme Soviet objective will not be changed
by a millimeter. Second, the death of Stalin opens
a major vulnerabBitywithin the Soviet system
which will not be healed for at least many months.
In this weakness lies our opportunity, an opportun
i ty 'which will not recur.

It is of little significance that one ,man, Malenkov,
has been named as seemingly "heir." TheTe is no
objective, historically 'grounded principle that legi
timizes his rule. And therefore he~ can only secure
it by violence and wile. This means that now and for
many months, no man in the upper Soviet hierarchy
can be sure of anything. If he make'S the least slip,
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he sees ahead the cellars of the Lubianka. When
our statesmen guess wrong, the worst they have! to
fear is retirement on an $8,100 pension, but for the.
Soviet bureaucrat it is a bullet in the neck. This
means, must me!an, that the bulk of the energy and
attention of the Soviet leadership must now be
diverted to the dome'Stic front.

It follows that for these same months-which
our positive action could indefinitely extend-we
can move with considerable freedom, and an ex
cellent prospect of success. Our opponent is off
balance, and that surely is the time to strike him
the repeated blows that will keep him so. Why
don't we free the anti-Communist prisoners in
Korea tomorrow? Make clear the welcome that
we will give a freed Albania? Speed the formation
of exile military units? Help Chiang Kai-shek ad
vance his schedule? Bring Moscow up on formal
charges of genocide and aggression? Make the
captive peoples know that Stalin's death can be
the preface to their freedom? Tell the Soviet sub
jects that we are with them, and against all their
Bolshevik tyrants whether they are called 8talin
or. Malenkov or Jones?

These things and many more can now be done.
But will they be?

William Henry,Chamberlin:
The passing of Joseph Stalin subjects the Soviet re
gime to the severest test, short of a great war,
which a totalitarian tyranny can face. This is the
problem of the succession. There is no element of
legitimacy in a revolutionary dictatorship, no sanc
tion of law or of free choice by the people.

The original revolutionary leader achieves pre
dominance by force of personality and keeps him
self in power with the aid of the guillotine, the
firing squad, or some other method of intimidation.
His death poses an issue that can only be settled
by a contest of intrigue ,and force among the men
around him. There is no hereditary principle to
operate as a stabilizing force, and a free election,
even among members of the ruling party, is quite
incompatible with the nature of the regime.

This problem of succession has arisen only once
in the three principal dictatorships of our time,
because Hitler and Mussolini both perished amid
the collapse of their regimes. There was no spec
tacular coup d'etat after the death of Lenin, fol
lowing 'incapacitation for several months by a para
lytic stroke, in January, 1924. Nominally the su
preme direction of the party rested in the hands of
the Politburo, then composed of seven members:
Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Rykov, Bukharin, Trot
sky, and Tomsky. Stalin only felt safely entrenched
in power when he had killed everyone of these
associates. Zinoviev and Kamenev, Rykov and
Bukharin were put to death after the purge trials
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in the thirties, Tomsky committed suicide, Trotsky
was murdered by a iSoviet ·agent in Mexico. Stalin
was nothing if not thorough in the me'thods he
employed.

This precedent shows the grim, life-and-death
stakes for which Stalin's chief lieutenants" the men
who are in the line of succession, must be prepared
to play. The penalty of failure may well be not
retirement to private life, but swift execution.

Stalin is believed to have been much concerned,
in recent years,with the preparation of an orderly
transition of power, and the result we have before
us looks neat and conclusive. But there is no real
power or authority in the dead hand of a dictator.
Lenin, shortly before his final physical breakdown,
prepared a famous political tes,tament, in which he
berated Stalin for "roughness" and "lack of loy
alty," and called for his removal from his powerful
office as Secretary-General of the Party. This testa
ment had no effect.

It is not at all certain that Stalin's carefully de
vised scheme of control under the guidance of Mal
enkov will mean much ,more. Little is known of
Malenkov; it is doubtful ,whether any non-Com
munist foreigner has ever talked with him. On his
record he seems to /be a junior edition of Stalin
himself, a man who has risen to power and influ
ence by adroit manipulation of the levers of party
organization and who built up a record as a vigor
ous, capable administrator during the war.

Malenkov's principal rivals are V. M. Molotov,
who has held the office/s of Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister and with whom a temporary ad
justment has been made, and Lavrenti Beria. The
latter, like Stalin, is a Georgian, is in charge of the
powerful political police, with its private army and
its vast system of slave labor camps, and has been
reported to ·be chief of the Soviet atomic energy
program.

The first impulse of this triumvirate has clearly
been to present a united front to the Soviet
peoples and to the 'world. There could conceivably
be a division of power, with Malenkov running the
party, Molotov the political administration, and
Beria retaining his present functions. But trium
virates, from Caesar-Pompey-Crassus via Robe
spierre-Marat-Danton to Stalin-Zinoviev-Kamenev,
have seldom shared absolute power amicably very
long.

Stalin contrived to arrange his rise to aibsolute
power without shootings, except of those whom he
regarded as his rivals. The candidates for the
Stalinite succession may not be so successful in
avoiding an open struggle for power, which might
bring in the Red Army and secret police and un
cover all sorts of hidden fissions in the outward
monolithic solidity of the Kremlin Wall.

For the present, and until the question of indi
vidual mastery is decided, there is likely to be a.
freeze, or moratorium, on big decisions of foreign
policy.



UN War, U s.' Fight
When the Indian compromise scheme for war
prisoner repatriation was under consideration last
December Lester Pearson, President of the United
Nations Assembly, intimated that the U.N. would
have to take some strong action if the scheme was
rejected. The Indian resolution was turned down,
first by Vishinsky, to the accompaniment of his
customary scornful vituperation, then by the obe
dient Chinese Com,munists.

And Mr. Pearson, in a recent U.N. radio talk,
showed what his conception of strong action is.
"It might well be," he said, "that the Assembly will
decide that they have taken a very important step
last winter in the Indian resolution and that, inso
far as Korea is concerned, no further step is re
quired."

In short, the U.N. members will settle back com
fortably and carryon what is theoretically a U. N.
war in Korea by doing nothing and fighting cheer
fully to the last American. Judging from past per
formance, the only emotional disturbance to be ex
pected in London, Paris, New Delhi, and many
other U.N'. capitals will be if and when the United
States, which has been contributing about 95 per
cent of the non-Korean manpower and a similar
proportion of the casualties, makes some effort to
break an intolerable deadlock and win the victory
for which, as General McArthur pointed out, there
is no substitute.

Korea has been as discouraging a performance
for the United Nations as Manchuria and Abys
sinia were for the Le'ague of Nations. It will not
be surprising if future historians will ,find that
American illusions about the possibilities of the
United Nations as an instrument of collective se
curity began to disappear under the hard impact
of the international action, or rather inaction, in
the face of the Korean challenge.

This challenge could s'carcely have been more
clear-cut or flagrant. A satellite army which had
been trained by Soviet instructors and fitted out
with Soviet tanks and artillery, marched across
the 38th Parallel on June 25, 1950. By the accident
of the Soviet boycott of the Security Council it
was possible to obtain a unanimous vote condemn
ing the aggression and calling on the member
states for action.

'There was also, as is sometimes forgotten, an
affirmative vote in the United Nations for crossing
the 38th Parallel, when the landing at Inchon
changed the aspect of the war and made it feasible
to strike for the goal of a united free Korea. But
the open entrance of Communist China into the
war in late November and the initial reverses suf~

fered by the U.N. army inspired among the U.N.
members a mood of panic and defeatis,m which was

most unlikely to produce peace on any acceptable
basis.

Some of the nations which, like India, failed to
put a man or a gun on the front~were mos;t voci
ferous in their backseat driving, in their pressure
for appeasement. The Indians seemed to believe,
and to have convinced some Americans who should
have known better, that they possessed some spe
cial key to the favor of Mao Tse-tung's regime.
Actually an the Indian peace initiatives, including
the most recent proposal on war prisoner repatria
tion, have ended in inglorious failure.

By this time one would have imagined that it
would be clear to the least perceptive mind that
words without the backing of force inspire nothing
but contempt in a totalitarian regime. The war in
Korea will end, it may safely be predicted, not
when some noncombatant thinks up a slick verbal
formula, but when the course of hostilities takes a
turn calculated to hurt the Chinese Communists
and their Russian sponsors more than it hurts the
powers which are fighting the spread of aggressive
Communism.

What is even more discouraging than the failure
of the U.N. members to give more than token mili
tary support in Korea is the persistent attempt to
block and frustrate American proposals to get out
of what President Eisenhower, in one of his hap
piest phrases, called "the posture of par'alyzed ten
sion." It was a tooth-pulling operation, months
after the 'large-scale Chinese intervention, to ob
tain the passing of a U.N. resolution calling atten
tion to the obvious fact that Red China was an
aggressor.

Such steps as the bombing of power plants which
were a valuable military asset to the enen1Y, the
removal of restrictions on the offensive activity of
the Chinese Nationalists, proposals for a tighter
control of seaborne traffic to China, have evoked
only headshaking and wild talk about the danger
of unloosing a third world war. Some two years
ago, when the United N'ations was showing its most
craven funk in the face of the Chinese aggression,
it was a British publication, the Economist, which
had the wit and the grace to publish the most ef
fective satire on the situation.

This is still so fresh and so applicable to the
present state of affairs that partial quotation seems
appropriate. The Economist comment deals 'with an
:imaginary situation, with the Russians overrunning
the British zone in Germany, the British bearing
the brunt of the fighting and the D.N. performing
a masterly hangback operation:

"Since the withdrawal of the U.N. forces from
Bonn, opinion in the Assembly has been veering in
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favor of the American vie,w that it is necessary to
abandon Germany altogether in order to restore
peace in Europe. The British delegate, Sir Gladwyn
Jebb, has, indeed, continued to press for the con
demna1tion of Russia as an aggressor, arguing that
the 'whole purpose of the United N'ations would be
stultified if the Assembly refused to stigmatize the
Russian invasion of West Germany as an aggres
sion. The A'merican delegate, Mr. Warren Austin,
however, is urging caution...•

"The British army having suffered 50,000 casual
ties in the fighting in Germany, British public
opinion is in a somewhat excitable mood and the
government is being sharply criticized by the oppo
sition for the ineffectiveness of its European policy.
The Prime Minister has pointed out that the RAF
can not ibe used for :bombing beyond the boundary
of the British Zone without a decision of the United
Nations, but he has promised to do all he can to get
the United Nations to declare Russia an aggressor,
even though it is generally recognized tha,t no sanc
tions are likely to be imposed."

As American casualties have passed the 130,000
mark in a war that could go on indefinitely as a

fruitless stalemate, it would seem to be time for a
frank reckoning both with other U.N. powers,
vvhich have nothing to offer but a Micawberlike
hope that something will turn up, and also with the
section of American opinion which makes "interna
tionalism" identical with the proposition that other
nations are always right. It has ':been ridiculous, for
instance to neglect the military potentialities of
the Chinese Nationalists simply out of deference
to such passive neutrals as India, Indonesia, and
Burma.

If other U.N. powers will not render adequate
support, materially or morally, in Korea, the United
States has no recourse except to take whatever
military and political s,teps see,m best suited to
bring the fighting to a speedy and victorious end.
Perhaps the soundest lesson from the whole un
happy Korean experience is that American security
depends first on its own strength, second on bona
fide alliances, based on mutual interes1t and mutual
risk. The United N'ations may be a useful forum,
or arena. It has little if any value as an instru
ment for opposing aggression. Perhaps it is well
to learn this sooner rather than later.

Con/using the Yalta Issue
In its platform and in campaign speeches the Re
publican Par,ty went on record squarely for repu
diating the Yalta Agreement. This seemed also to
be the plain implication of President Eisenhower's
announcement, in his State of the Union message,
of his intention ,to ask Congress for a resolution
making clear that "this government recognizes no
kind of commitments contained in secret under
standings of the past with foreign governments
which permit this kind of enslavement."

But in this case th~ mountain seems to have la
bored and produced a very innocuous mouse. The
resolution, as finally framed ,by the Administration
and sponsored 'by Secretary Dulles, falls far short
of what the American people had been led ,to ex
pect. It is just as well that Congress has put it on
the shelf, for unless it is amended, it could be
interpreted as an endorsement of agreements which
are deservedly a stench in the nostrils of the great
majority of Americans.

For the implication of the resolution is that the
original Yalta Agreement is not open to 'criticism,
that all the subsequent difficulties have arisen from
Soviet "perverted interpretations." This ,is bad
logic, ibadmorals and :bad history.

It is of course true that the Soviet Government
displayed complete contempt for the Yalta paper
assurances of "free unfettered elections" in Poland
and the creation of denlocratic institutions in the
"liberated" countries of Eastern Europe. But this
does not relieve Roosevelt and Churchill of grave
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responsibility for assenting to such features of the
Yalta Agreement as the Soviet annexation of al'most
half of Poland's prewar territory and about one
third of Poland's prewar population, the cession of
large undefined areas of German territory to Poland
(emphatically a case 'when two wrongs did not add
up to a right) and the use of German slave labor
for "reparations."

Equally obnoxious were the procedures of set
tling vital interests of Poland and IGhina without
consulting any Polish or Chinese representative
and the agreement (surely another instance of en
slavement) to return ISoviet citizens found in west
ern areas of occupation.

The only resolution aibout Yalt,a and Potsdam
·which would be calculated to raise morale in
America and abroad is a lock, stock, and barrel re
pudiation of both pacts, an act which would cer
tainly be justified because they have been nuHified
over and over again by Soviet nonobservance. It
would be appalling if the resolution, passed in its
original form, would supply a propaganda argument
to N'ew Deal whitewashers of the Roosevelt Ad
ministra'tion.

Republican members of Congress should, ,as a
nlinimum, insist that the resolution be amended to
speeify that no approva'! of the morality or the
wisdom of the Yalta decisions is implied. Without
such a provision the resolution, which is of little
positive value in any case, would do more harm
than good.



Government by the Insane

By EDWARD HUNTER

C01nrri-unist leaders ,are ,suffering from la form of
actual insanity. Only by ,recogniz'£ng this fact
and istudying the Imethods lof :their mad,ness c:anwe
learn how to ,cope with Ithem and their a:dherents.

ROWS OF Communists, the hard core of the North
Korean prisoners, stood with their ar'ms locked,

swaying from side to side. They whipped their
minds wilth music borrowed from the jungle and
the church. "Their eyes were glazed" they were so
wrought up, so hypnotized by their own singing,"
said the American officer who saw ilt. Prisoners in
other compounds on Pongam island joined in. The
horde, drunk although no man had tasted liquor,
was on the verge of smashing through the fencing
that confined it. The small force of guards, once
reached, would h'ave been triampled upon and torn
to pieces. Orders to cease this mad self-infuriation
were ignored. The guards, mainly Koreans them
selves, fired. The wounded were lifted up by their
comrades, and the riot continued until nearly 200
had been shot, two thirds of them fatally.

Then, within the 'hour, in the same drunken
stupor, they picked up the1ir dead and wounded,
and carried them away. Like the drunk, too, they
afterwards tore s'avage'ly into those who had not
wanted to join" or who had not entered into the
spirit of this, crazed spree. Several horribly muti-

, lated bodies were handed out.
There have always been riots and demonstrations

that get out of hand, but this wasn't like any of
those. There was something crazily streamlined
about it, singularly modern and yet primitive as
the first man. There had been no spontaneity;
these new tribal chiefs were moved by an inflexible
party dis'cipline. The effect on the uninformed is
morale-shattering.

There was that young American soldier I met
in Tokyo, who had been shot close to his heart in
Korea, whose life had been saved by the miracle
of our wartime surgery. His battalion had been
attacked by what the Shintoist Japanese can a
banzai charge and the Communist Chinese a human
wave. "Children rose up in front of me," this youth
explained. "Some couldn't have been more th'an
twe1lve or fourteen. You hesitated using your bayo
net on kids; somehow you couldn't. By the time
you found you had to, you were dead-or like me,
had your chest slashed open." He, too, described
the glazed eyes of the c1h'arging horde, eyes tnat
seemed to pop out of their heads. The only expla
nation he eouid figure out was that these Chinese
had been drugged. "We found a pot of heroin in
one captured tent," he said.

The pot of dope was probably for the medics.
The mental condition he spoke of had been induced
by the melange of fake evangelism and quack psy
chiatry that passes for education under Commu
nism-the regular, official indoctrination, better
described as brainwa'shing.

Fixations and 'Ohsessions

Who are these people ? We know the posts they
fiU, but we live in such a different environment
that we can't grasp the meaning of their perform
ance. Our customary reaction has been bewilder
ment. Yet there are persons among us who do not
find such phenoluena, the glazed and popping eyes,
the fixations and obsessions, extraordinary. They
come across it in their daily work. They are our
psychiatrists and alienists. Psychiatrists see it in
their studios, aHenist'S in their insane asylums.
What is extraordinary is not this mental condition,
but the deliberate induction and exploitation of it
for po'Htical purposes. A recenlt, much publicized
case in American society can perhaps help us a
little to comprehend this situation-the case, namely
of Bayard Peakes, who dominated headlines for a
few days not long ago. This nlan was no Com'munist
or Nazi; he was a student type, a frustrated,
would..;be scientist who walked into an office at Co
lumbia University and emptied his pistol into a
girl Whom he had never seen before. Peakes had
wri,tten a book entitled, "How to Live Forever," in
which he tried to show how electronics could ex
tend life to 500 year,s. He could never get it pub
lished, which proved to him that American scien
tists were reactionary. This was what drove him
to murder. On~y in this way could he arouse enough
interest to br,ing his message to the people. Peakes
did not know but .there are ways and places nowa
days for the uns'taible and the mentally unba1lanced
to satisfy their urgings and inff'ate their egos.
Pe'ake'S went about it in the old-fashioned way, and
that is why he is now incarcerated in an asylum
for the insane. With very little variation in type
and history, he would fit into the upside-down so
ciety of Ho Chi-minh's Viet Min People's Demo
cratic Republic, or Mao Tse-tung's New Democ
racy, or in Soviet Russia itself. His peculiar tal
ents would be perfect'ly normal in such an environ
ment.
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Persons like Peakes-iantl "Hitfer--may have sane,
even superior faculties in some field, yet suffer
from a delusion in others. They are possessed by
an all-consuming grievance. They are positive that
they are being unfairly persecuted" and that they
have the right to punish the guilty. Their escape is
into fanaticism.

Fanatics used to roam temple grounds, and were
rarely a danger. The word fanatic, originaUy fana
ticus, meant someone possessed by a demoniac, re
ligious fervor. When such people became violent,
short shrif,t was made of them, in the callous man
ner of their time. They were stuffed into cages,
dropped into dungeons, or decapitaited. Whenever
possible they were tolerated, be'C'ause they were
supposed to be the mediums through which divinity
spoke, providing omens that merely required de
cipllering. Such were the oracles of Delphi. Medical

,men in those early days did not have sufficient ex
perience to distinguish between the man who was
mad, and the deep, spiritual thinker. Scholars did
not know enough about natural phenomena to sepa
rate superstition from fact. lit is a field in which
we are tragically defic1ient even today.

Religious Overtones

The sa'me insane attitudes, recognized as ,such in
olden days, have reappe'ared in modern politics, in
what we call ideologies. We realize by now that the
new political ideologies have religious 'overtones,
but we still shy away from the consequences of
recognizing that they have become actually a re
ligion. On'ly recently I heard an Americ'an mis
sienary, who for years has followed the party line,
refer to Communism wholly in theological terms,
calling it Marxist Christianity, presenting this as
a new, reformed religion, like the Buddhis'm that
was the outgrowth of Hinduism, or the Christian
faith that was derived from Judaism. Yet he failed
to comprehend the conne'ction between this and
What Robert T. Bryan, Shanghai-horn American,
caught a brief inkling of when he conc'luded his
recent series of Saturday Evening Post articles
a'bout his arrest and brainw'ashing with the obser
vation: "The insane asylum has broken open and
madmen :are in the streets."

In Mein Kampf Hitler told how he strove to give
Nazi fanaticism "the form of faith," so as to make
it, like faith, "able to move mountains." The Reds
do the same. Again and again, at some Communist
gathering, I have been s'truck by the reeourse to
the Protestant order of service; even the music is
identical, with only the words changed.

Hitler boasted that he and his party members
were fanatics. Yet though we regarded him as evil,
we considered him nonethe'less sane. Bat on the
final afternoon of his life, when sharing a dismal,
subterranean bunker with his strange love, Eva
Braun, the Fuehrer could no longer have doubted
the imminent, tota'l collapse of his N'azi state. If at
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that moment Hitler could have placed his hands on
a super-lhydrogen bomb whose chain reaction would
have destroyed the world, he would have used it.
He would have done so knowing that once shat
tered, nothing could ever collect the pieces out of
space and put them together again. For he would
have sincerely felt that there ,was no point in living
in a world without Nazism, that he must spare the
earth this agony. The veins of his fervid brain
would nearly have burst with the W1agnerian priide
of achieving such a s'acrifici'al ending to what othe'r
wise he would visua!},ize only als infinite disorder
and futility.

This was insanity, of course, a delusion of the
most pronounced sort. Hitler was a crazy man.

Hitler is dead, though some minds have not been
cleared of Hitlerism. But Stalin has left a host of
little Stalinists, all thoroughly impregnated with
the conviction that Communism is mankind's in
evitable destiny. A world without Communism
would seem a complete refutation of a'll the "laws"
of nature that they call dialectical materi1ali'sm.

The "logic" in which Communist mysticism is
wrapped makes it appe1ar superficially a new form
of science, as pra'ctiical as the mulitiplication t1able.
This keeps the true nature of the Red gospel hid
den from the uninitia1te. What is exhibited to the
world is a logical and reasonable person, who ap
pears as a good citizen and kindly friend. Yet in
sane asylums are full of madmen who are perfectly
calm, self-possessed, and even impressive in their
appearance. Sadis'ts, rapists, are often thus. A com
mon trait, too" of those suffering from hallucina
tions, is the logic of what they s'ay or do; they are'
completely reasoll'~ble, once you accept the basic
premise, the line, with which they are obsessed,
for they live in a dream world4hey are N:apoleon,
or ioan of Arc, as the case may he.

Dostoevskian E,cstacy

We would be tempting fate, indeed, if we were
to take for granted that Sta'lin's highly fanaticized
successors would not be drawn to the same insane
extremes as Hitler if confronted wirth the same
prospect of inevitable, toitall defe:at. Already Com
munism has been s'wept to the same mad anti
Semitism as Naz'ism. Sha,ttering a large section of
the earth, or the entire p'lanet, could very well ap
pear to such obse1ss'ed minds as a Dostoevski!an
ecs'ta:cy worth a whole eternity of struggle.

This is a madness that can clinically develop out
of the obsessions and the fixations of Mao Tse-tung
and LiLi-san and Liu Shao-1chi, our own WilHam
z. Foster, and the other Red extremists. It is why
Mao and his cohorts, ,although Chinese, never gave
a second thought to the interests of China or the
Chinese people when they threw their armies across
the Korean frontier, against the troops of the
United Nations, on orders from the Kremlin.

In the past there have been many mladmen in the



seats of the mighty. Ts'arist Russia had its Ivan the
Terrible; Japan's recent Emperor Taisho was in
sane. Madmen among sovereigns were easily de
tectable. The damage they wrought was usually
circumscribed by national borders and the loose
controls exercised in early historic periods. Precise
arrangements exist in protocol for regents tactfully
to assume power in such contingencies.

The mental cases that concern us now are dif
ferent, for they lack the disjointed actions by which
we have come to identify the crazy. If a man chews
glass or runs amok with a carving knife, any fool
can see that he is mad. If he insists he is the Mes
siah come to earth, even a simpleton knows it's a
case of derangement.

The truly dangerous madmen of the mid-twen
tieth century, who have managed to fool us and
gain unprecedented power, are not such simple
cases. Their excesses are not the spasmodic, un
predictable cruelties imposed on those within easy
reach. With the same curious adherence to a
s'tra:ined legality th'at characterize,s totalitarian re
gimes, these madmen go through all the motions of
sanity. They put ,whole populations under subtle
and sinister pressures to make them act with the
S'ame madness as themselves.

This is -a conception so grotesque that we just
can't bring ourselves to believe it. Even when the
facts stare us in the face, we close our minds, be
cause normal, decent people refuse to admit such
extremes of abnormality. We don't want to admit,
too, that whole peoples, including some of our
greatest scholars, have ,been so easily hoodwinked.

A Streak of Madness

We refer to the fascist and Communist ideologies,
but not to the democratic ideology, thus inferr,ing
that there is a difference. The difference is that a
streak of ins'anity is attached to every ideology.
Any "true believer" in Communism or f'ascism has
this streak of madness in him. Ezra Pound, whose
obtuse, polyglot poetry received universial plaudits,
has been properlycommitted to a Washington men
tal institution. His capacity a'S a poet was not in
question, any more than Van Gogh's genius as an
artist was disproven when he went into an asylum.

Where, then, can we draw the line bet'ween the
fanatic and the -madman? What is obvious is that
our present distinctions include many of the latter
in the category of the former. We know that man
is an ambivalent 'animal. He can have a blind spot
in one part of his mind. This explains such un
bappy cases as that of France's Joliet-Curie; it ex
plains Einstein's consistent blundering in politics;
it certainly explains Chaplin.

Between those persons who totally la'ck social re
sponsibility, such as hermits, crooks, and madmen,
and those who have been mentally deranged by an
excessive sense of their responsibility, like the
cranks and poliitical as's'a-ssins, there is a wide range

of poHti'cal interest, starting with the man who is
selfish about his soc,ia'l responsibilities, who
"doesn't give a damn," ranging to the person who
takes his politics with intense seriousness, a zealot
or a fanatic according to the degree of intensity,
the sense of mission, he brings into politics.

We have no difficu},ty in understanding the en
thusiast and even the zealot. Only when we enter
the field of the fanatics do we cross the border into
unexplored territory.. Fanatics refuse to be budged
from their concentration on some panacea or pet
hate, and the point on the horizon where they focus
their attention is their whole world. They can not
be deterred by flat,tery or bribery, but willingly
use both, judging morality by whether it advances
or retards their political obje'ctivee

Dividing Line

vVhere we have erred is in our unders!tanding
of when fanaticism ends and ins1anilty begins. We
have regarded too many of the insane as mere
fanatics. The dividing line between fanaticism and
insanity should be shifted. A large proportion of
those whom we have been considering fanatics are
actually insane in a clinica'l'sense. They are mad
men, suffering from delusion or fixation, with its
resultant per,secution complex. We have been too
tolerant. The hard core of Communis!ts, those who
have been screened through an the artifices and
betrayals of their party, until no feelings remain
but a des'perate clinging ,to the pa~ty, is a new phe
nomenon in our society, the occupational hazard of
our overtense twentie.th century; it is an ideo'logi
cal m'adness.

This fact is too gigantic for mos,t of us to accept,
which is why the free na,tions have been trying so
pathetically to negotiate with these officials and
leaders as if they were sane people, who respond
to normal reactions and think norm'aHy. All we
achieve by such make...believe is to go round and
round in circles. If we insist on the pretense, we
should at least proceed as one doe'S in humoring a
dangerous madman. Otherwise we have only our
selves to blame for the consequences.

Crazy people have been able to maneuver them
selves into positions of extraordinary power with
out thei'r madness being recognized, be'cause we
have not ye1t dared, in the subtle reaches of ideol
ogy, to distinguish bet,ween the mere fanatic and
the actual m'adman. We call both fanat1ics, and we
regard the fanatic as sane.

The appalling fact is that many minions of sane
people have marched to the polls in our so-caBed
practical age, and voted madmen into office and
kept them there. On such naivete have the Hitlers
and the Stalins built their empires, and innumer
able men not very different from Peake'S have
usurped influential jobs. Under them, insanity has
become an adjunct of national policy. Madmen hold
the most impo~tant posts wherever the dictatorship
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principle has developed into the materialistic mys
ticism of totalitarian philosophy. Such totalitarian
ism presupposes an infallible authority, which can
not be held responsible to man or God. This is
sheer irresponsibility, the distinguishing mark of
the mad. N'ormal procedures are futile in dealing
with such a system.

The gullibility of the average man is responsible
for the comparative ease with which these people
have seized power. Until our aver!age citizen is put
on his guard, the world will continue sHding, as if
fatalistically, down the Doomsday path. rrhe pres
tige th!at Com'munis'm wields in the Soviet bloc by
virtue of its power and unres;tricted propaganda
confuses the -normal, sane individual into looking
around him and wondering whether he isn't out of
tune with the times. He is made to feel abnormal.
Under this pressure, numbers of people voluntarily
exchange their sanity- for insanity. For those who
hesitate, there are the brainwashing establishments
where the ins'ane treat the sane. More and" more
madmen---'clinic1ally mad-have constantly to be
created, and a whole technique has been evoilved to
do j uSit this.

Psychiatric Research Necessary

Because of the existence of Communist parties
outside the Red belt, there are more insane people
walking the streets today in any f'ree country than
are lodged in a'll its insane asylums. There is no
greater problem fa'cing us today than to keep these
demented people out of public life, to differentiate
between the passionate enthusiaslt and the mentally
unbal'anced fanatic. Our psychologists and psychia
trists have no gre'ater responsibHity than to inves
tigate this en;tire field of political fanaticism and
ideologica:l madnes,s. Above all" their findings should
not be restricted to medical or profess1ional journals.
This subject must be clarified for the public.

Society nowadays has to choose not only between
persons of varied qualificaitions for key jobs, but
has to detect those suffering from delusions, to put
the ins'ane where they can not harm others. Honest
liberals and true inteUectuals, because of the!ir pres
tige, have a pa'rtJiculaT responsibility to help guard
the plain people of the world, as well as themselves,
against the embryo Hitlers, Stalins, and Maos who
are infiltr'ating posi'tions of im'por'tance in many
}Iands.

We can take a cue here from the experience of
the Northwesltern University professors who tried
to coax logic inito Peakes' head. One of them ex
pressed the common e:x:perience of aU who try to
argue with such people when he said, "Peakes sim
ply drove us mad; he was a crackpot." Peakes
"couldn't be pinned down," said those who dealt
with him. "You c1an't do business with Hitler," be
came a maxim in the Free World. You can't deal
with the Communist leaders, either-only submit
to the excesses caused by their mental unbalance.
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Any moment, some crazy poHt1ical le'ader may
start playing with the dangerous new toys we have
enabled the totalitarian world to get hold of by
stealth and deceilt. Weare confronted with an
armed insanity; only by recognizing this, and ad
justing our policy accordingly, will we have the
chance to save our country, the captive nations,
and the world.

The world paid a stupendous price for failure to
detect Hitler's insanity. Weare now paying a stu
pendous price for oither failures; the eventual cost
may be annihilation.

Reprints of this article are available at the follow
ing rates: single copies 10¢; 100 copies $5.00;
1000 copies $40.00; 10,000 copies $250.00.

A Chinese Folk Song
Communist Version

How nice to sing a folk song. On June the 19th
we went up to the battlefield and lay in ambush at
the 36th milestone. For a total of seven hours. And
there came up a military truck.

There came up a military truck. The comrade in
command then gave the order. Then we aimed at
the front part. of the truck.

The driver fell off immediately.
The driver fell off immediately, and the truck of

a sudden came to a stop. Comrades were all so
anxious, and with a single blow, we killed six and
wounded four of the enemy.

We killed six and wounded four of the enemy.
Of the four wounded two were serious. And then
the order for hand-to-hand fighting was given. We
immediately rushed to the car. And it was there
that we captured a light machine gun.

There that we captured a light machine gun.
With three useful carbines. At the same time with
one Sten gun. And two of the rifles. Making a
total of nine big and s'mall guns.

Making a total of nine big and small guns. With
more than 200 rounds of ammunition. Suddenly
there came another truck. On hearing the sound of
gunfire they turned away and tried to escape.

They turned away and tried to escape. The com
rades pursued from behind, with Stens and car
bines took away their dog lives. And we dragged
out the corpses from the car.

And we dragged out the corpses from the car.
The commander gave the order to burn the car.
For the whole half an hour the skies were red. The
masses nearby laughed for joy. For at least they
were being liberated for half an hour.

For at least they were being liberated for half
an hour. The commander then ordered the retreat.
We were safe all the way. Finally we arrived back
at camp. And this is the end of my song.

Quoted in Brain-Wasking in Red China,
by EDWARD HUNTER



No Rich, No Risk-Bearing

By ANTROBUS

Taxation has killed privat,e investment in Britain
and the country has been living 0 if its capital;
Americ'anaid may delay the day of reckoning,
but new venture: ,c'upital is Jthe ,only real solution.

ONE OF THE most intriguing whodunit s'tories in
economic literature,enti,Ue'd Corpse in the

Capital Market, appeared in a recent issue of the
Economist. The sltory Igrimly recites the events
leading up to the tragedy, describes the hlunt in
struments used, and specifies the motive for the
murder. The victim was the old-fashioned private
investor whose ghost now haunts the London capi
ta'l 'market.

The 'blunt 'ins'truments, though entirely legal,
were 'also deadly. They consisted of 'the high rates
of surtax, Ithe higher costs of living,and the still
higher costs of dying. Viewed functionally, the in
vestor had little financial justifi'cation for Hving
ex:cept to postpone :the capital cost of dying. Never
before,apart from violent 'revolution or disposses~

sion iby force, has any other class of equal economic
st'a.tus undergone so rapid iand c'Omp~ete ,a liquida
tionas have the British priva'te investors. No mat
ter how legitimate ,the process of his disestablish
ment, or for what high purposes the proceeds of
his estate may have :been used, the o'ld-fashioned
private 'investor, as a source of ,additional British
capital, is 'as dead as a kulak. Patriotic devotion
and personal defeatism led him ,to a'C'cept his liqui
dation so meekly !that his '<Ybituary notices have not
a:ttracted the attention they deserve. It is to be
hoped Ithere are no reasons of state, here or abroad,
tha,t require the causes of his demise to remain a
mystery.

The central 'role in the storY,as has heen in
timated, 'Was played by Ithe tax :collector. 'This offi
cial, by one fiscal device or -another, first impaired
the hea'lth of the 'investor, then took advantage of
his weakened condition to sequester a large part of
his propertY,and finally icharged him an exorbi
tant price to attest the legitimacy of his death.
Whatever fortune had survived 'earlier taxation
came under the hammer of death duties. To meet
these duties his executors sold private 'industrial
securities,anei the tax author'ities drained the pro
ceeds into :the public Itreasury to m'eet current gov
ernment expenditures. When even this process
proved too slow, ,great segm'ents of private property
were nationalized; 'and in exchange for capit'al
originally risked in enterprise, the linvestor was
forced by law to accept an unproductive and re~

stricted government security.
The logic of this situation, implicit from the be-

ginning, then approached its final iterm. The over
t,axed investor withered and died--and risk capital
necessary fora developing economy vanished. The
welfare state had been built on the belief that ibhe
rich, out of 'income or icapital, 'Could be made to pay
for i,ts operation and maintenance ; but when that
proved -impossible the 'Overloaded structure fell
under ,the weight of its own fisc-al burdens. Thus la
once prosperous 'capitalism and a 'languishing wel
fare state can now be buried together; and X will
mark the spot of !their 'common grave in a capital
market itha,t 1h1as loslt 'all vit'ality.

Hazardous Estimates

The statistics of Ithe 'account,as presented in
the Economist, are based on admittedly hazardous
estimates. But Ithe broad outlines of the story do
not depend upon detailed precision. They include
estimates of current personal savings, ,their dis
tribution ibetween v'arious income classes, and the
extent to which new financing has been forced to
depend upon 'corporate ,investors, ohiefly insurance
companies,and upon government agencies, such as
nationa'l insurance funds. These, however, are
hardly the sources from which Ito expect a flow of
risk eapital. Equally inappropriate are the funds
of small investor,s in low income groups, many of
whom 'are women 'and whose investments consist
primarily of national savings 'certificates and house
property. As pointed ouit in the Economist article,
"No serious 'analyst 'can really believe ,that a rest
less search for profitable if risky investment out
lets is the dominant spirit of this impoverished
army of old ladies and maiden aunts."

Those British 'readers who have retained illu
sions may be shocked by one of ithe subtitles in the
article: "No Rich, No Risk-Bearing." Great Britain,
once the largest source of venture eapital for enter
prisesall over the world, now has only sixty people
in the entire country whose disposable income after
paying surtaxes exceeds £6,000 ($16,800). Conse
quently, under present tax law, new foritunes large
enough to be entitled to bear venturesome risks
can not be built up; and existing fortunes belong
chiefly to an iage group now approaching the 'auction
block of death duties.

Conditions unfavorable to ca,pital accumulation
prevailed in Britain fora generation prior to the
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imposilt'ion of heavy taxes at the ou1Jbreak of the
Second World War. They were then 'aggravated and
perpetuated by the welfare state. Under that po
litical philosophy taxes ceased to Ibe collected for
revenue only; [they ,became 'a means for the redis
tribution of income. Capital accumula'ted by earlier
generations· provided the hase for nationalization
and for welfare ,expenditures far beyond current
income. As this capital was exhausted personal con
sumption was restricted, aUhough public expendi
tures continued. Unwilling to 'consider alternatives,
and faHing to underst'and the 'causes of its seIf
induced poverty, the community !began to take
moral pride lin its equalitarian principles and
bravely adopted the slogan of "equal shares" and
programs of austerity, mitigated by foreign as
sistance. Viewed in perspeetive 'the steps are clear:
make good, do good, make do.

A Few Questions

Though these 'remarks are occasioned by the ar
ticle in the Economist and based upon the fac,ts
presented there, the moral drawn is entirely our
own. They 'may seem 'to be unkind to our British
allies, and to show a l'ack of ,appreciation for their
greatexpendilture of blood and Itreasure to hold
back the enemy in two wars before this country
was ready to !bea'r its 'share of the burden. To the
extent, however, that Britain's present economic
plight was brought upon i:t by 'a 'postwar politic'al
experiment, we in this country are at least entitled
to ask questions, particularly at a ,time when both
countries are searching for 'the causes and cures
of the precarious ibalance between us. While in
general the Economist 'article avoids ,political as
pects of the problem, it does point out that any
attempt to restore the London capiital market by
providing tax relief for those whos'e incomes are in
excess of £2,000 ($5,600) is foredoomed to failure.
No government, lit says, is likely to propose such a
solution; nor iWould it long maintain its majority
if it did.

If ,this be true, 'and we accept the judgment of
the Economist in the matter, what then is the en
during solution? Is the United States Treasury
expected not only to assist in overcoming the "dol
largap" hut 'also to fiB ,the void in the sterling
capital market ? 'To what extent are these problems
interrelated? Will the donar drain 'continue as ~ong

as 'Gre,at Brit'ain 'remains unattra'ctive 'to private
investors and for as long as that country continues
to live off capital instead of putting it to work?

Surely Ithese are not unfair 'questions betiween
partners deeply committed to a common enterprise
and willing to speak frankly to each other about
their 'common predic'a'ment.They 'are, in fact, the
very questions ,thoughtful men in London were
asking as far back as the ,time of the British loan
and' the Marshall a'id. For these men doubted even
then fbhatan enduring deliverance could 'come from
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abroad. They believed that the si'ckness caned for a
major operation at nome.

Although it has diagnosed the sickness, the
Economist does not undertake Ito probe into these
underlying questions. It does, however, promise in
subsequentar,ticles to explore the possibilities of
stimulating a mass sentiment 'intended to 'induce
those receiving middle-sized incomes to bring their
personal savings, if 'any, ,to them'arket for linvest
ment ,in venturesome undertakings. It concludes
with an expression of belief that, "If one-tenth of
the 'ingenuity that is devoted to spotting winners
on the iweekly football pool 'coupons was devot'ed to
trying to find the most profitable ,fields of invest
ment in British industry, the economic dynamis,m
that 'created ,the ,wealthy Britain of the nineteenth
century 'could be reborn in time to save the wel
fare Britain of the twentieth."

Perhaps. In a country, however, where liquid
funds are so abundant as to create' the illusion that
capital is 'plentiful, where inflation has already
wiped out more than half the internal and external
value of all earlier s'avings, where neither the po
litical nor Ithe economic environment offers much
inducement to new savings 'and rinvestment, it would
appear from this distance ibhat something more
far-rea'ching than a 'sales c1ampaign directed 'at
sman savers would be 'required to resurrect the
corpse of the private investor.

The Not So Mysterious East
The mysterious East, bathed with the intoxicating
aroma of the lotus flower, is at it again. The Burma
Journalists Association resolved a while ,back to
suppress all news of United States' economic aid
to Burma for one month. What had the hapless
Americans done, that their efforts to dispose of
U. S. taxpayers' money should be thus punished?
Had they violated a dark Buddhist taboo? Had
they, unthinkingly, picked an astrologically un
acceptable date for handing over a parcel of tech
nical aid? Nothing as easy as that. The real rea
son the Burmese journalists were biting the hand
that aids their guerrilla-ridden country, is this:
the U. S. Economic Co-operation Administration
didn't give them the money to build a Press Insti
tute. They resented, as their somber resoilution put
it, "the cavalier manner in which the Burma Jour
nalists Association has been treated in regard to
the project." It seems that the ECA told the Bur
mese journalists that it can't deal with them di
rectly; it must go through the Burma government.
We wonder where the Burmese Journalists Asso
ciation got its ideas of journalistic ethics or, for
that matter, its notions of what American aid to
underdeveloped countries is all about.

JOHN EDWARDS



The Trouble with Our Weapons

By PHILIP O'KEEFE

American 'WeapO:ltl8 will continue ,to (prove inferior
as long las research Ion basic ,designrema,ins a
military prerogative; it Ishould be placed in (the
morecompet,e'nt hands of industrial engineers.

SEVERAL ARTICLES in popul1ar magazines have at
tacked ,the quality of American military weap

ons. While Hanson Baldwin and the Alsop brothers,
may occasionally overstress their case, it is obvious
that there has been a surprising lack of design in-,
genuity, and at times even common sense, in Ameri
can weapons. The most puzzling thing about this.
national shortcoming in weapons is the sharp con
trast it presents to the practicality of American.
civilian hard goods. The Alsops solve the dilemma
by deciding that the fault is a lack of co-ordination
in the government branches--'morecommittees and
more patriotism are the answer.

The real difficulty will not be solved by a new
Washington agency, however. The cancer in Ameri
can weapons is the unnecessary monopoly that
government agencies already have in their design.
Our weapons are designed in jealous seclusion from
the experienced development engineers of private
industry, and the same philosophy of government
omniscience and self-conscious secrecy that has
broken down our diplomacy and economics in the
last twenty years is strangling military technology.
Poorly designed American weapons are consistently
outdone by the equipment of nations with a frac
tion of our industrial experience and technical heri
tage. The shortcomings are glossed over, however,
with mumbled insinuations that niggardly Con
gressional appropriations and overwhelming enemy
numbers are behind all our troubles. The Pentagon
is perennially confident that new weapons, "just
going into production," will be our salvation.

American tanks are an outstanding example of
expensive, impractical design. In World War Two
U. S. Sherman tanks, out-gunned by every real
medium tank in Europe, folded under the shells of
the German Panthocs. Engine for engine, gear for
gear, the Sherman was superior to the Panther in
almost every detail; when the parts were put to
gether, however, the Sherman was outclassed. The
Panther was a soundly conceived weapon, a reIa.:
tively cheap, durable, effective machine. Emphasis
was logically pla'ced on the most important element
in the tank-the combat 'armor and armament. The
Americans, on the other hand, wasted expensive
labor and materials on a poor basic design that
was an easy target in combat, unable to meet its
German adversary on anything even approaching
equal terms.

The balance between American and Russian
ttanks at the moment is just as disheartening, if
:some1what better concealed from the nontechnical
observer. The General Patton medium tank, de
livered to our combat troops less than a year ago,
embodied corrections for some of the design inade
quacies of the Sherman. Fingertip steering and a
variety of crew-comfort gadgets were also thrown
Jin-at a healthy increase in cost and complexity.
JIn the Korean War, the Patton has had a respect
:able record against the Russian T-34, a ten-year
lold tank, with an engine copied from the Germans,
:and a clutch, transmission, steering gear, and sus
;pension system patterned on the 1930 designs of
!the American civilian tank pioneer Walter Christie.

Surpassed by Russian Ingenuity

Originality in Russian weapons is concentrated
:In the over-all design; adequate components are
Jmerely copied from foreigners who have spent the
time and trouble to invent and develop them. In
Itheir contempt for the willingness of the Russians
ito copy small mechanisms, many American engi
meers overlook the cleverness of the fundamental
(design work, and fail to appreciate the ruthless in
;genuity ·with which the Russian weapons are pro
JPortioned to meet the practical realities of combat.
fThe Department of Defense has been misleading as
lto the real worth of the T-34. Undersecretary
,Archibold Alexander noted that the first tanks
1used in Korea by the Americans were Chaffee light
itanks. "When our mediums (Pattons) got into ac
tion they proved well able to take care of the Com
munists (T-34)." This is approximately true; it is
not, however, the whole truth. In the first place,
the T-34 would cost about $30,000 to build in the
iUnited IStates. This is less than one-fourth the
'price tag on the Patton. One Patton is clearly not
the equal of fourT-34's, and the inescapable con
(elusion is that our most recent tank, as a dollars
and-cents engineering design, is inferior to a ten
year-old Russian model. Secondly, the striking
power-per-ton advantage is also heavily in the Rus
sians' favor. A true comparison would pair the
50-ton Patton, with its 90mm. gun, against the
Soviet 57-ton Joseph Stalin III, armed with a
122mm. weapon. The T-34 tank, with an 85mm. gun,
1s really the Russian equivalent of our light Chaf':'
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fee. Mr. Alexander's unfair comparison is made to
sound plausi:ble only by the lucky chance that the
Communists have' not· as yet seen fit to commit
heavy tan1f<s in Korea. Lastly, before the hot war
in the Far East, the army was garrulously confi
dent that the heavy tank was obsolete. The Penta
gon had no worries about the Joseph Stalin III. A
few months' action against the Russians' second
team, however, brought the announcement that a
real American heavy, the 55-ton 120mm. gunT-43,
H'capable of handling the best the Russians have,"
would soon go into production.

The inferiority of American tanks is a tremen
dous contrast to the exceiJ'lence of our civilian goods
on the world markets. In pea:ceti'me, American
manufactured products stand out from foreign
competition on three points: they are practical,
based on extens'ive studie,s of what the consumer
actually needs; new scientific discoveries and tech
nical advances are commercialized quickly; and
prices are cut wi'thout sa'crifi'c'ing quality.

~lice-in·Wonderland Contradictions

rt is a mis,take, however, to think that this Alice
in-Wonderland contradiction jls strictly between
American civilian goods and American military
equipment. The real line of contrast between first
and third-rate design cuts squarely through our
war supplies, separating the actual weapons from
the superbly engineered auxiliary equipment.
American medical equipment, radios, and noncom
bat vehi'cles outperform, outlast, and in the long
run cost les's than those of any other country,
while the combat weapons tha,t we give our troops
to do the aetual fighting, though precisely and ef
ficiently manufactured, are invari'ably expensive,
behind-the-times, and difficult to maintain.

This enfeeblement of the engineering imagina
tion is evident when, and only when, the product
ha's been designed by a military agency. Any arti
cle which :is de·s'igned by private industry from its
own research, according to it,s own specifications,
is an efficient piece of equipment, doing the job it
was designed for, plus a little more, and costing
the taxpayer no more than is necessary. Anything
designed inside the Defense Department according
to the opinions of Army, Navy, or Air Force officers,
and built by private industry strictly to military
specifications, is poorly conceived, expensive, and
unnecessarily complicated. These are generali,za
'bions, but the surprising thing is that the over
whelming percentage of the time they hold abso
lutely true. The obvious defense, and probably the
only one that couid be made for our present system
of weapons design, is that both civilian industry
and the military algencies are given responsibility
for the type of war goods that is most familiar to
each; themHitary men evolve weapons, and pri
vate industrial engineers turn out civilian-type
auxiliary equipment.

The superficiaHty of this reasoning can be appre·
ciated by considering a more fundamental question.
Is the designing of a tank actually closer to the
chosen profession of a career soldier or of an auto
motive engineer? Past performan<tes certainly show
that American civilian inventors can master the
principles of military weapons requirements with
out spending their lives in the regular Army or
Navy. Whenever access to military problems has
been given to priviate individuals, American inven
tors have outdone all foreign competitors. Small
arms is a good exa'mple of this American superi
ority. The military applica,tions of sman arms are
obvious; the requirements for a good military rifle,
pistol, or ma-chine gun are no secret. As a result,
the best inventions in this field have been almost
e~elusively A'merican. Ma-chine-gun mechanisms
are practically an American monopoly; Gatling,
Hiram Maxim and Hotchkiss were all Ameri'C'ans.
In 1914, the German Army was equipped with
Maxi,m machine guns and carried Mauser rifles,
co-invented by another AmeriC'an. The Luger pis
tol? It, too, was designed by an American.

By way of contrast, in aircraft armament, the
one aspect of' aircraft development left entirely to
the military, the United 8tates has been tradi
tionaHy weak. American manufacturers, profiting
from European experi€nces, tried unsuC'cessfully
before Pearl Harbor to convince the Air Corps and
the Navy that eight or ten heavy-caliber machine
guns were necessary on a modern fighter. Ameri
can war casualties were required to complete the
process of pemuasion. A similar argument is now
being presented to the mHitary to increase the
caliber of aircraft guns.

Cruder than Civil War Rifles

In 1942 and 1943 the Boeing B-17, a durable,
air-worthy bomber, was sent on daylight missions
over the continent of Europe, protected by waist
guns with sights a'ctually cruder than those used
on Civii} W'ar infantry rifles. Unbelievable as it
seems, the Air Corps had never developed an even
approximately corre'ct system of gun pointing for
the B-17 gunners, to allow them to lead attacking
fighters by the correct amount to get hits. Although
the B-17 was to be used in daylight raids without
fighter escort, almost no intelligent work had been
done on the armament system by which this ex
pensive airplane was to defend itself. The one as
pect of the plane that was left up to mBitary de
velopment was so badly botched as almost to ne
gate the efforts of the airframe designers of pri
vate industry.

American design leadership is also lacking in
field a'rtiHery equipment. Private individuals and
companies have never been encouraged to make in
vestigations in artillery design. Experiments with
large ordnance items are expensive, of course, and
in the United Statesaimost no work has been done



on the subject outside the m.ilitary arsenals and
proving grounds. The poor results achieved were
a foregone conclusion. Our basic field piece at the
present time is based on a German weapon. The
American 90mm. gun developed since the war is no
better than the German 88mm. all-purpose gun
used against the British in the desert. In super
range projectiles and rockets, the Germans were
considerably ahead of us throughout World War
Two.

This is not meant to deprecate the abilities of the
men in mHitary service. On the contrary, a reap
praisal of the true function of the professional
soldier and an appreciation of his real capahilities
is overdue. A career officer is prepared by tr,adition,
temperament, and training to lead men. A military
leader is a battle leader. A successful machine de
signer, on the other hand, must to some extent be
an introvert. The two professions are completely
opposed, and success in one would a'lmost inv,ariably
mean failure in the other.

Procurement System Inadequate

Our inadequacy in weapons design can be under
stood when the ground rules of the present military
procurement system are examined. A definite chain
of procedures is followed in evolving any new
weapon. In the case of a tank, for example, officers
of the Army Field Force study army needs as they
show up in combat and formulate requirements for
the new tank which, in their opinion, will satisfy
these needs; an Army Ordnance group then takes
over to design the tank and to specify performance
standards for each machine component; finally en
gineers from private industry are caned in to ad
vise on production and to suggest minor design
changes that will facilitate manufacture. These
civilians have absolutely no say in evaluating the
combat mission of the tank. Now, although the
field officer may be familiar with the problem met
in combat, his judgment as to the weapon required
to meet this problem is open to question. A Regu
lar' Army tank officer is obviously well qualified to
decide and report on the combat effectiveness of an
Ameri'can or enemy tank. However, once the su
periority of an enemy vehicle is recognized, the
judgment of this same Regular Army officer is not
inf'allible in deciding how a new American tank
should be designed in order to overcome the su
periority.

While this system of field survey (or "customer
research," as the Pentagon likes to call it) is of
questionable efficiency, step number 2 in the Ord
nance procurement process doe8 not make sense at
an. There is no justification for putting exclusive
control of the design of important weapons into
the hands of career offi'cers. Private industry has
exactly the kind of pr,actieal research organization
that is needed for the job. Leapfrog product evo
lution and constant study of competitive articles

are taken for granted by successful American
manufacturers. While routine basic research on
fundamental scientific principles has been done
successfully by government agencies, the develop
ment of practical articles has invariably been most
successful in the relatively decentralized and com~

petitive atmosphere of private industry. Lack of
military experience is no bar to an engineer in at
tempting weapons design. A good engineer or in
dustrial designer is a specialist himself, and his
talents can be applied in almost any field. Raymond
Loewy and Henry Dreyfuss have worked on rail
road cars and razor bl'ade dispensers with outstand
ing suC'cess. The fees paid these men by hardheaded
industriaUsts is proof of their ability to make valu
a:ble improvements in these and numerous other
products.

Though this system of weapon procurement has
proved so inadequate for the United St;ates, Euro
pean nations have been comparatively s'Ucces'Sful
\vith it. In Nazi Germany" for instance, the mili
tary was fully responsible for weapons design. But
there are two reasons for this. First, the Germans
were only relatively more successful than we were.
Even German military men did not match the in
genuity of the German civilian product desi1gners;
the aircraft design mistakes of the Luftwaffe, for
example, probably s'aved England in 1940. Secondly,
the European cartel system, together with govern
ment control or outright ownershi;p of industries,
made transition to a war footing a relatively small
adjustment. Years of experience allow European
engineers to make the best of a bad system. On the
other hand, when war comes to the United States
we throw over an admittedly more efficient peace
ti'me product design system to take on a European
type, mnitary controlled setup which is totally un
familiar to our economy, in addition to being
naturally inefficient.

A Workable Solution

The solution to our trouble doe,s not lie in any
new administrative agency or co-ordinating com
mittee. These pHIs were tried in the Second World
W,ar. The only way in which any long-run improve
ment in the quality of Ametican combat we'apons
can be brought about is by a change in the think
ing of the Department of Defense. The engineers
of private industry should be at least equal partners
with the military in designing weapons. Civilian
experts should be consul:ted from the beginning,
not brought in like stepchildren when the most im
portant design work has already been settled and
done.

This can be accomplished by cost-plus research
contracts ~warded to specific companies, by design
competitions and through various other procedures.
The essential ingredient, however, is the co-opera··
tion and intelligent collaboration of the Depa:ttment
of Defense.
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Have We the Brains to be Free?
By JOHN T. FLYNN

With cries of "Witch hunt!" self-styled liberals
seek ito prevent us from ,exposing the conspiracy
against freedom,· the publ.isher of the INew York
Times, seems out of place in this confused company.

~MR. ARTHUR HAYS SULZBERGER, publisher of the
. New York Times, has been moved to write in
his Sunday Times :Magaz'ine (February 15, 1953)
a melancholy chant over the dying figure of the
Free Mind. He asks: "Are we free to s'peak our
minds as we were twenty years ago?" We are not.
Back of these bleak suspicions he perceives the
menacing figure of Russia. And we are fools, !he
agrees, if we credit her with ought but evil and
her sympathizers with anything but "fifth column
purposes." All this is a preface to an avowal of
his hatred of totaHtarianism of the Right as well
as of the Left. He seems to see in the Right in
America something as evil as IStalin's leftist brand.
And he Itells us "we can not have a good public
opinion unless ,there lis freedom of expression-in
our schools, in our government, lin our 'assemblies,
in our press, in all our walks and ways of life."

As an exa,mple of what he means he assures us
that he "would not knowingly employ a Communist
on the news or editorial staff of the N ew York
Times." However, "on the other hand," he quickly
notes, "I would not institute a witch hunt to de
termine if one such existed and thereby throw"
questioning and fear into an organization which
can perform its function" only in an atmosphere
"of calm and honest reflection." Even if he found
one Communist or two, and enjoyed ,the power of
subpoena, he would rather endure the Reds than
muddle the calm atmosphere of the Times's editorial
rooms. This, he follows up with a swift look at the
schools, radio, television, and includes the press
generally where, he fears, "authors are required to
pass loyalty ,tests."

Now let us see how much evidence Mr. Sulzberger
has for his fears. Who are we who have lost our
freedom? 'Obviously he refers to the American peo
ple. Certainly there is a powerful force here iwhich,
for twenty years, has been seeking to alter the
fundamental pattern of our special system of po
litical organization. Our conviction has heen that
the villain in the abridgment of freedom through
out history has been government itself-unlimited
government--:and that government had never been
fully tamed to serve as the protector of the people's
rights without becoming itself the oppressor until
the American Republic was estaolished. In that re
public the :apparatus of government was not abol
ished 'but distributed among a number of small re
publics whHe in the federal republic itself the
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powers were radically limited and distributed
among the Congress, the Executive, the Judiciary,
and the people~ There is now a formidable threat
to our liberties. It is the drive to reassemble all the
immense powers of government lin an all-powerful
central IState which ,may become, with few limita
tions, not only our political ruler, hut our employer,
our landlord, our banker, and our Master Mind
charged with planning the lives of the people.

We have seen the melancholy fate of Great
Britain where the State, in the name of welfare
and security, has assembled under its authority a
terrifying arsenal of controls by means of which it
can conscript without limit the nation's 'income,
can tell the farmer what and how Ito 'plant and the
laborer where he may work. Does Mr. Sulzberger
see in this experience nothing to arouse his fears
at home? Well, I am prepared to prove that a corps
of authors, critics, and journalists dedicated ,to du
plicating lin America the doleful experience of Eng
land have found their mightiest engine of promo
tion in the pages of the Times Sunday Magazine
and Book Review. There socialism lis peddled across
the disarming counter of the conservat'ive Times.

Academic Revolutionists

Clearly Mr. Sulzberger's current apprehensions
for our freedom are stirred by ,the growing insist
ence that the public schools shall not bea free
ground for the revolutionists to promote their war
on our minds. Our academic revolutionists began
to storm this bulwark twenty years ago. I wonder
if Mr. Sulzberger is familiar with that enterprise,
launched ,py ·agroup of influential 'educators, to use
the schools as an instrument of socialist entrap
ment.The American Historical Association, based
in the Library of Congress, sponsored the opera
tion,and the Carnegie Endowment provided a war
chest of $300,000. An elaborate and pretentious
study was made and 'ended with an official report
in 1934 signed by these eminent educators an
nouncing that our 'S'chools were not then preparing
our youth for ,the "new age of collectivism" and
that there was a clear call Ito the teachers to "seize
power" in the 'classrooms to prepare our youth to
live in the coming socialist world.

Has Mr. Sulzberger ever heard of this impudent
challenge? Does he approve of lit ?This "was not a
demand for "free expression." This' was' a bold



drive of eminent educational stor:m troopers to
"seize power" 'and to take over the elassrooms. This
was ac1ear strategic plan for a social revolution to
be financed by our states and cities which would be
expected to pay the teachers, provide the class
rooms, and pay the Ibills. And I am sure that in
the-ir fondest dreams they never supposed ,till'at if
some citizen aroused by this usurpation objected,
he would be denounced by the New York Times.
Does Mr. Sulzberger really believe that to discover
this conspiracy and to e~oseand denounce it is
nothing more than a witch hunt?

This whole subject can be sadly mixed up in the
Com,munrist ,theme. Communrists in American schools,
libraries, and journals do ,their deadliest work pro
moting socialist ideas and squeezing in a plug for
Soviet socialism 'when they can. Mr. Sulzberger says
he would not knowingly employ a Communist. Why
not? Doesn't he believe lin freedom of expression?
Or does he hold, by any chance, that neither Com
munists nor socialists nor anyone else have a right
1;0 use his columns ,without his consent? Suppose he
were a school official. Would he feel jus1tified in
hiring a few Communists to teach subversion to
the kiddies just to exhibit his broadness of view?
If he would not hire them knowingly on the Times,
upon what principle would he defend hiring them
in the public schools ? After 'all, he owns the Times
and can hire anyone he wishes. But the schools be
long neither to the teachers nor the school boards.
They belong to the community. And a teacher who
attempts openly or 'covertly to "seize power" ~n a
s'C'hoolroom to indoctrinate the pupils in his pet
ideology-whether socialism, Communism, atheism,
fascism, or any other ism abhorrent to the great
m'ass of the citizens who own the schools-is guilty
of 'a cvime against the integrity of his profession.

"Witch Hunt"?

Mr. 8ulzberger declares that even if 'he found a
Communist or two in his 'editorial rooms, he would
not institute a "witch hunt" ,to convict him lest he
destroy the atmosphere necessary for producing the
Times. Now suppose he suspected an employee in
his 'counting room of embezzling funds. Would he
not be wise to make 'an inquiry ? Would this be a
I~witch hunt"? Any man qualified to run a news
paper in New York, of all 'places, should be suffi
ciently steeped in the techniques of subversion to
recognize its propaganda when he sees it. Suppose
he found an editor slanting his news or editorials
in f~vor of Adolf Hitler-would he think an inquiry
followed ,by discharge would be a witch hunt? I
must say I have not detected any Hitlerian or
fascist ,propaganda insinuated into the Times. Mr.
Sulz'berger seems ,to have been vigilant enough on
that ugly front. As a matter of fact, the test is not
difficult for any intelligent editor in New York
famUiar with the techniques of e'ither Communist,
socialist, or fascist propalganda. No 'writer or editor

has a moral or civil right to work on Mr. Sulz
berger's newspaper. I 'am sure Mr. Sulzherger
knows that and does not hesitate to separate from
his payroll any editorial employee who offends
against his religious, racial, or other deeply held
social philosophy.

The title of his article-"Have We the Courage
to :be Free ?"-is 'a dramatic sentence. But what
does :it mean? Does it mean that having the cour
age to be free we must not 'call attention to revo.
Iutionary operators who are trY'ing to take away
our freedom? If the Reds 'moved into the streets
behind the barricades, I am sure Mr. Sulzberger
would favor calling out the militia. But our West
ern Red does not ,fight that way. Refights well
disguised behind the mastheads of papers like (the
Times and the Herald Tribune, behind the fa~ade

of the Institute of Pacific Relations financed by the
Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations, and in the
classrooms of our schools. And if I find him there,
Mr. 'Sulzberger insists, I must not call attention to
him because I must "have the courage to be free"
-and ,the foUy to Ibe enslaved.

A Sorry Disservice

Let me express briefly what seems to me a ra
tional faith. I believe in every 'cit'izen's right to
freedom of speech, inc'luding Ithe Communist and
the fascist. He has the right to own and operate a
printing press, to publish books, magazines, and to
found schools to teach socialism, Communism, or
fascism. Any newspaper editor has a right to open
his columns to these gentry, 'and 'any private col
lege has 'a right ,to 'employ them. I think, however,
that any school hoard has a right to refuse the use
of its elassrooms to them, as has any editor the
cOilumns of his paper. And any school that excludes
them is ,within litsrights, and when it refuses to
exclude ,them, it is justly entitled to the denuncia
tlion of the citizens who oppose these evil doctrines.
And I suggest that Mr. Sulzberger is rendering a
very sorry disservice to the cause of freedom when
he denounces those who love freedom for warring
upon The enemies of freedom.

When Mr. ISulzberger comes down to cases he
reveals that he has ,given this matter Uttle investi
gation. He is disturbed because a :book on Ameri
can 'government was dropped by many school
boards. He rushes here into a situation ,about which
he has not troubled himself to get the facts. He
thinks the much discussed Magruder book on gov
ernment is for university use. It is written for
high schools and was once the most widely used in
its field. He is impressed by the fact that it was
written thirty-five years ago~before the Red issue
became limpol'itant. He does not know it was picked
up subsequently and radically altered to promote
left--wing ideas. He complains ,that the Educational
Reviewer criticized it and a radio commentator
poH-parroted the critic1ism, and on this flimsy evi-
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dence the book was dropped in many ,places. And
he asks: "Did any of Ithese 'critics read the book?"
Why should he assume that no one read the book?
But he is perfectly willing to defend it while ad
mitting that he had never read the book bimself.
Actually, the book has been elaborately studied and
reviewed by Frank Hughes of the Chicago Tribune.
Hughes is as painstaking and honeslta journalist
as I have ever known. He not only read the book,
but I have 'a copy of a thirty-page, single-spaced
analysis of every part of the !bookmade by him. I
have read the Ibook ,more than on'ce and checked on
succeeding edit1ions from 1933 on.

Here is another sample c, of his ill-considered
j udgments.He cites the case of an American cor
poral who wrote a letter to the Phoenix, Arizona,
school board condemning another book of five hun
dred pages and admitUng he had not read it. Mr.
Sulz'berger then mourns that the board removed
the book "on the evidence of one poison pen anony
mo'us letter." He merely dismisses the fact that the
complaint was sponsored by the local American
Le,gion post, and he does not bother to discover
whether the board examined the ,book or not. He
has clearly wandered into a field he is not equipped
to discuss.

Pro-Red Book Reviews

Mr. Su'lzberger insists he would not knowingly
hire a Communist, 'but he has slipped up on thIS
more than once. Does a man have to ,wear a sign on
his forehead reading "I am a Communist" before
this newspaper 'Publisher win reject him? Why
should he hire any man who, refusing to admit
his Red convictions, nevertheless promotes them in
the Times and thus ,gives the,m a respe0tability they
could never atta1in in :the Daily Worker? Despite
his dec1,aration, the Times has engaged a good ,many
book critics who have applied to their judgment of
current books obvious Communist tests.

There lis Uttle space here for a full analysis of
some twenty-nine books dealing with China during
the critical years from 1943 to 1949, reviewed in
the Times Book Review. ,gome twenty-two pro-Red
books received ,glowing approval at the hands of
the Times's critics, while out of a total of seven
anti...Chinese...Communist books, one was given very
lukewarm treatment, five were severely mauled, and
one,completely ignored by the same critics. Books
by Agnes SmedleY,Mark G'ayn, Harrison Forman,
Philip Jaffe, Guenther Stein, Israel Epstein, Anna
Louise Strong, J oihn K. Fairbank, two by Owen
Lattimore,and two by Lawrence K. Rosinger-ten
writers,all notorious pro-Chinese-Communist de
fenders-received the highest recommendation to
Times's readers. In addition to these, there were
books by Edgar ,gnow, George Hogg, Foster Rhea
Dulles, Theodore White and Annalee J'acoby, Jack
Belden supporting the Chinese Red armies, and one
by old Joe StHweH carrying a shocking att,ack on
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Chiang Kai-shek-seventeen 'writers in aU, mis
leading the Ame~ican people into believing that the
Chinese Reds were nort Communists but a'grarian
refo:r.mersand urging ,their recognition while vi
ciously attacking the government of Chiang Kai
shek.

An this w,as peculiarly unfortunate because the
New York Times is, in other respects, a great news-'"
paper which provides a ,ma,gnificent coverage of the
news of the whole world. 'Through what form of
confusion it 'blundered into this grave disservice
to its readers 'and to America I do not pretend to
know. This sorry record makes Mr. 8ulzberger's
question, "Have we the .courage to be free?" singu
larly 'inept. Have we the brains to recognize tyr
anny and treason when ,we see it? 'He might write
another piece on that theme. Pe~haps he may be
moved to examine his staff and to m'ake a more
critical inquiry in search of the influence which
produced this phenomenon in literary criticism.

Ill...-__W_o_R_T_H_H,EARING,_A_G_AI_N__11
Unheeded lVanrlng

Does a regi!me, does a !Government which pro.claims
and practises an expansive and militant Commu
nism fulfill the necessary conditions of admission
[to the League of Nations]? . . .

In every sphere-religious, moral, social, political,
economic--this form of Communism is the most
radical negation of the ideas by which we breathe
and have our being.... Soviet Communism com
bats the ideal of religion and all that is spiritual in
every form.... Freedom of conscience is but a
mere semblance. . . Communism dissolves the fam
ily; it suppresses individual initiative; it abolishes
private property; it organizes labor in forms which
it is difficult to distinguish from forced labor .

But these characteristics of Communism still
do not ,give a true picture of Russian Communism.
There must be added another essential and distinc
tive trait 'which still more completely puts it into
opposition with the most fundamental and most
universally recognized principles prevailing in re
lations between ,gtates. Russian Communism seeks
to strike root everywhere. Its ambition is world
revolution. Its nature, its aspirations, its inner
urge, all make for foreign propaganda. Its vital
law is expansion beyond political frontiers. For
Communism to abandon these aims would be to
deny itself; but by pursuing them, it ,becomes our
common enemy, because it threatens us all. It
would be easy for me to base each of these state
ments on authoritative texts drawn from official
Bolshevist literature, but I would spare you super
fluousquotations. We are faced with uncontro
verted and uncontrovertible truths.

M. MOTTA (Switzerland), September 17, 1934, on the
entry of the U.S.S.R. into the League of Nations.



Portrait of England 2s Poets with Poker Faces

By HOWARD WYCE
In a second instalment from London the author
shows how the shabby harassments of present-day
life are reflecited in liter"lature and the arts.

I F YOU PICK UP a serious British review-there
are some stiU living, among a pile of highbrow

corpses-you will be struck by the apparent mul
titude of talents crowded in this small island. Last
year our publishers produced 18,000 new books
or new editions, a new record. Most of ithese books
were at least competently written, often cleverly,
and sometime,s brHlianNy. Of this lot I must have
read upwards of a thous'and myself, and seen other
people's reviews of many more. Yet, offhand, I can
not think of one that I simply must read 'again.

The art galleries gIlitier regularly with new
shows, many favorably received. You go to these
shows, stare 'art the picture!s, are puzzled, pleased,
saddened, or infuri!ated-and when you get home,
and think about what you've seen, there's hardly 'a
picture you can vividly recall to m-ind. Yet I can
close my eyes today 'and conjure up in fair detail
at least a dozen of the miraculous Leonardo draw
ings that were on show months ago alt 'the Royal
Academy.

Our musi'c seems to have the same shooting-star
effect. Every London night brings its quota of two
or three major concerts, its operas and banets. Yet,
again, you can count on the fingers of one hand
the musical occasions p~ovided in the last year or
two by modern British composeris when you came
away with that s'ense of having been remade, which
great art produces.

AU the arts clearly reflect that impatient and
wavering search which is the symptom of our
disease of faithlessness. AU our artist,sare in re
treat, harking back to history, to childhood, to a
formalized religion that is only remembered, not
felt. In this, 'artists show a greater cowardice than
ordinary men and women, who have by no means
given up the ghost; and it is thiis betrayal by their
elites, not their own obdurate phiHstinism, that has
made the general public desert its artis,ts and turn
for rellie! 'and hope to the mass-entertainers.

That is why the most suC'cessfU'1 of our novelists,
for e~ample, have a large streak of the mass
entertainer in even their serious moments. Graham
Greene, for ins'tance, manages to produce a read
able thriller for the lowbrow while bitterly expos
ing the nerves of the elite to his peculiar brand of
moral damnaJtion. Evelyn Waugh, that arrogant
i'conoc1ast who has given birth to a whole school of
more or less deplorable imitators, extraots a pain
fullaugh from the reader even while he strikes at

him with a fastidiously gloved hand. R. S. Hutch
inson (a direct descendant of Galsworthy), whose
novels stun by sheer solid weight, drags the reader
through his endless paper journey by m'agnetic
story~telling of quite the old-fashioned sort. And,
of course, there is our S'ardonic old C'lubman, Somer
set Maugham, pouring out masterly anecdotes in a
moral vacuum, working with such cunning craft
that the reader reaches the end with a sigh before
he realizes that it isa sigh of disappointment.

It is significant that Maugham's is the greatest
single influence discernible in the work of our
younger writers today: signifiicanrt beoause he is,
above aB, spiritually noncommittal even if not
cynical. To the young novelist, wander,ing in our
darkened streets in search of his subjects, Maugh
am says: "Don't be afraid of those big black crowds
aU round you. You need not, after all, be engulfed
by them in order to make them your own. Simply
approach Ito within arm's length, stick a witty label
on them, bearing your own distindtive mark, and
w'alk on." This is what many Englirsh writers are
doing; and they find that, having walked on, no
body is following them. There are few who dare
approach the warm, sweaty center of the crowd,
and those who do so work in iso'lation. Once thus
contaminated by the herd, their literary associates
cut them dead and walk on the other side of the
literary street.

The O'ther Side of the Street

'That other side of the street is ,stiH well..,inhabited.
There are sltill quite a number of clever young men
peering out from behind those spotless little lace
curtains at the s1um opposite. They pop up every
now and then Where you would expect to find them
in the review pages of the odd remaining highbrow
weeklies and monthlries, in an oceasiona!l delicate
liittle essay or conte in the Sunday papers, on the
BBe's Third Program in a flute-voiced series called
"New Voices." There are some good men among
them, and a great m'any good talents. But, so far,
not from one of them have I heard an important
and memorable statement; not in one have I felt
the steady pounding of hea~thy blood in the veins.
The English writer suffers from pernioious anemia;
and his only cure-a shot in the arm of firmness,
of comimi1ttal to a faith-requires too sharp a nee
dle for his thin skin ·to dare.
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To cover his failure as a creative writer, the
English author very often turns to criticism. I
doubt whether there was ever before so little crea
tive work produced in England, or so much discus
sion of techniques and forms. The old New Writing
and Horizon, for instance, killed themselves (though
'their friends cry "Murder") by an overdose of this
excessively educated, indirect, allusive, dazzlingly
polished criticism. The public, with an obstinacy
that has driven many a litterateur hysterical, has
refused to pay the sHghtest attention to what Mr.
X thinks of Miss Y's appreciation of that early
Byzantine work by Z. But the booksy boys, as the
unregenerate Wyndham Lewis still calls them, plod
grimly on with their cri,tica'l essays, and the noble
art of English fiction withers for lack of nourish
ment.

Down Among the Paleo-zoe

A,s for the poelts-well, I am honestly incapable
of understanding the greater part of what is
claimed as poetry. I understand its words, usually,
I notice i,ts sprung rhythms or use of assonance or
half-rhymes or slipshod symbolism; but I can not
for the life of me see any beauty or strength except
in a very little of it. Take, for example, this quota
tion from a recent poem by David J ones, a much
better painter than versifier:

As, down among the paleo-zoe
he brights his ichthyic sign

so brights he the middle-zone
where the uterine forms

are some beginnings of his creature

All very evolutionary and even perhaps holy; but
poetry? This sorlt of thing has been hailed by
Kathleen Raine (herself a poet whose occasional
achievement of beauty I can recognize) as "a work
of art of permanent vialue." Well!

It would be grossly unfair to suggest that aH
English poets are as bad or good (take your choice)
as David Jones. There are individual voices (like
Kathleen Raine herself) often worth listening to
but for the voice, not for what they say. There are
the slightly older poets still with us, like Louis
MacNeice, Stephen Spender (now taken up more
with autobiography), and of course T. S. Eliot (1
suppose we may now fairly claim him as English,
though for my part you can take him back if you
just leave us his first ten years' work). And one
very considerable voice in British poetry today is
that of Dylan Thomas, a voice of real Celitic pas
sion and lyrical beauty. Thomas has managed in
the recent past to produce poetry which might even
be gre,at; and I would suggest that this is not only
because of his superlative talents, but also because
he has always had the Welshman's sturdy love of
God in his fellowmen and in the whole of Nature.
Much of his work seems to me to satisfy the criw

,

terion for another art, that of music, laid down by
J. S. Bach: "The ,aim and final reason of all music is
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the glory of God and the recreation of the mind."
Applying Bach's criterion to music itself, in

England today, you would find sadly few of our
composers to make the grade. There is one musi
cian alive here who undoubtedly would, a man who
at eighty stHI stands head and shoulders above an
the rest: Vaughan Williams. His "Pilgrim's Prog
ress," produced last year, made one critic claim
that Williams had "turned the Covent Garden
Theater into a place of worship." As one might
wryly expect, a lot of peop1le were shocked and con
fused by the calm grandeur, the religious certainty,
of this work. Such a deep and living faith is not
what we are accustomed to from our contemporary
composers; and it is hardly ever what we get. In
most of our music, as in our Hterature and the
visual arts, there is an all-pervasive and deadening
preoccupation wiith techniques rather than with
content.

There is a large number of very clever com
posers, some greater and some lesser, but aH
technically-of considerable talents. They give us in
terest, mild pleasure, an intellectual ga!me of work
ing out what they are getting at, an eagerly
snaJtched rare moment of lyric-a! beauty immediate'ly
quelled by some forbidding complication; they give'
us these, and more, but no sustained joy in just
listening. The predominant impression one gets
from the work of these composers is that of hesi
tant experiment; you can never tell, from one bar
to the next, what trick effect is likely to be tried.

A World of "Isms"

In the visual arts~ such experimentalism runs
riot in a world of "isms." The easiest way out of
the artist's struggle is a1lw,ays to experiment w,ith
techniques, to substituite the exci,tement of deci
phering a code message for that of seeking a new

. revelation. Most modern English painters seem
always in a ferment of artificial and extremely ar
ticulate exc1itement. They are always making
speeches and wri,ting letters explaining just what
they mean by their pictures. Can you imagine
Rembrandt writing to someone: "The essence of
my theory is that color is space and space is color,
and these must be right as weB as the two-dimen
sional pattern"? . . . He couldn't spare the time
from his painting. The artist who did spare the
time, Ivon Hitchens, certainly paints beautifully;
he is, I think, one of the best of our contemporaries.
But, looking wi,th pleasure at one of his typical
reclining nudes, all firm, lusty curves and swirls,
glowing' with red and gold and warm browns, one
is yet too aware of uneasiness, of some trace of
hesitation and doubtfulness on the artist's part, a
feeling that at such-and-such a point he has said
to himself: "Well-er-yes, I'll do it like this." One
never feels, in the work of David Jones, John
Piper, Robert Macbride, Mary Kessel, Lucien
Freud, Francils Bacon, M'ichael AY'rton, John Min-



ton, !Graham Sutherland, and all the rest, that their
pictures could not be otherwise; that the paintings
have been forced out of them by the artist's com
pulsion; that they have been seized and obsessed
by the need to paiint their subjects. Perhaps be
eause the disciplines modern artists accept are
looser, easier, than those of the old masters, one
always feels that they have not cared enough. There
are a few notable exceptions, particularly among
the group loosely lumped together as "expression
ists."

But while expreissionism, in various forms, is
still the m:a1in mode of English painting, more and
more artists are turning to abstract art (very
much, 1 should think, as a man who can no longer
bear the face of the world turns to drink or drugs).
Victor Pasmore, having established himself as a
naturalistic painter, is now turning out drab geo
metric patterns made up of all sorts of odd ma
terials (1 remember one such which had as a main
feature the sports page of a daily newspaper).
Ben Nicho'lson, who draws his abstract shapes with
a very thin, careful line, and colors them with pale
washes resembling vomit spilled on a grey pave
ment, has for long been the mas1ter of the school.
The mistress is Barbara' Hepworth, who lately has
concentr,ated on bending bits of wire and copper
rods into "mobiles." In view of all this, it is not
surprising that the pictures the public likes best
move on screens.

Lovely Lumps of Wood

In sculpture, there is the same he-Uer-skelter
rush from reality, only more so. Henry Moore has
been, in the past decade, the dominant influence in
British sculpture, with hi,s remarkable grasp of
natural form,s and intuitive adaptation of them to
fit his working maJterials. Moore has produced
and still produces-a weird and, to me, profoundly
irritating beauty; irritating because one always
feels that if only he had the strength or the sim
plicity to ac:cept tradi!tional disciplines, the force
of his work would be overwhelming. As it is, his
s:culpture, like the best of our modern painting, is
something I enjoy only from the outside; I am
never swept into the artist's emotions, as the great
ones sweep me in.

But even Henry Moore's lovely lumps of wood,
which do at least achieve a feeling of growth and
rhythm, are too uncomfortably close to reaHty for
some of our young sculptors. They, too, are break
ing away into 'abs1tractions. They have a new school
of "linear," two-dimensional sculpture, headed by
Butler and Paolozzi,and whenever one of these
people is exhibiting and I want a good vulgar belly
laugh, I like to go along and watch the eager art
students being reverent in front of jagged bits of
tin and what-not.

Obsession with technique, coupled with a com
plete loss of crea,tive inspiration: that is the view

1 get of the arts here today. It is a view which i.5
regularly howled down, naturally, in the Chelsea
pubs I drink at. And 1 fear there is one local at
which I shall be cold-shouldered from now on. The
other night there, after listening fidgettily to a
group of the "linear" people chattering about their
art, I said that my favorite artist-stery was the
old one about Turner (an artist whose merit even
these iconoclasts do not dispute). The great man
was dragged unwillingly one day to a group of art
critics who spent two hours theorizing about paint
ing. From time to time an anxious head would turn
in the painter's direction, an inviting pause would
follow. Turner remained moodily silent. At last he
rose to his feet, and everyone wa'ited delightedly
for the mot, the definitive statement. "Rum thing,
art," said Turner, and walked to the door....

Theater Renaissance

In the theater that rum thing called art is not,
thank heavens, very much talked of, with the odd
result thwt there is a rarther healthier artistic move
ment going on here than in other fields. It is per
haps an exaggeration to call it either artistic or a
movement; entertainment remains, quirte rightly,
t,he chief aim of our playwrights and players; and
there is too much diversity for one to find a clear
thread running through it all. But at least there
are signs, very small beginnings, of what might
turn out to be an English renaissance of the thea
ter. We are seeing the belated end, at last, of
the drawing-room-on-the-stage, the "Pass-the-ciga
rettes" and "Will-you-have-two-Iumps?" school.

Solidly workmanlike dramaitists like Terence
Rattigan know how to bring a charaoter alive with
out leaving him a trivial bore. Incisive wits like
Peter Ustinov have little time for the refined ac
cents and girlish giggles which have passed too
often in former days as comedy. "The Love of Four
Colonels" is still one of the most poetically witty
plays London has seen for a long time, with some
remarkable theatrical fireworks displayed by Usti
nov the actor as well as Ustinov the author.
Anouilh's "Little Hut," still running after a record
length season, rivals it. Rattigan's more serious
"The Deep Blue Sea" stars Peggy Ashcroft, an
a'ctress who is always a delight to see. A lyrical
production of "Romeo and Juliet" (the Juliet done
by young Claire Bloom, fresh from acclaim in
Chaplin's "Limelight") has finally taken the nasty
taste away from the Old Vic, where internal squab
bles have been disfiguring its work for the last
year or two. Flora Robson and two frighteningly
clever children have lately been chilling spines with
an adaptation-not a good one-of Henry James's
"Turn of the Screw" (unaccountrably renamed "The
Innocents"). Dames Edith Evans and Sybil Thorn
dike glitter at one another in "Waters of the
Moon." The Lunts hold our respectful admiration
in a Coward play we are restlessly aware is not
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half good enough for them. And E'mHe Littler has
at last managed to produce, in "Love From Judy,"
an Eng:lish· musical as good as anything coming
from the Unilted States. (That gigantic bore,
"South P'acific," is st'iH for some reason packing
them in at Drury Lane.)

Taken by and large, our theaters seem to be
providing at least a few brief candles to light our
general darkness; perhaps they do so because' they
can't a'bsolutely retreat, like the other arts, from
the present and its preoccupations. Apart from es
capist comedy (which, I ought to say, predomi
nates, wi,th thrillers, over the straight drama), the
theater reHes for its existence on keeping a warm
current. of sY'IDpathetic feeling flowing from one
side of the footUgh:ts to the other.

But the selection of shows in our theaters re
veals the wistfulness of the English today-a wist
fulness for color, ease, and pleasure; for jolly re
assurance; for a rene'wal of our poetic delight in
human1ity.

We have alway,s been, in that sense, poets. The
smaH, s'ignificant accidents of life have always
made us pleased and tender. Perhaps it is because
these little accidents help us to reaffirm, re-perceive,
our old faith in the worthwhileness of human life.

Poets at Heart

I was on top of a bus the other day going down
P'iccadiHy; and suddenly a little f!a'mily party or
cockneys sitting opposite-husband, wife and
Cousin Ethel-leaped to their feet, craned at the
window, and pointed excitedly. A fire engine? I
wondered. A murder? (In England it would never
do to spring up and nosily join the st'arers.)
"There it is!" the woman cried triumphantly,
"That's Where Mother Fell Off The Bus 1" The
man argued: "Course it's not, it's down there by
that pHIal" box, I remember seeing that pillar box
when she done it."

For the rest of the journey they sat brooding,
wHh little si,ghsand Similes and spurts of new
reminis'cence, over the delightful world which could
thus shoot drama into their laps in the middle of
a peaceful, dull bus ride.

That sense of personal drama quietly relished
made the war tolerable and even often enjoy'abie.
Everyone had his bomb story; everyone reany did
make a story out of it, full of loving detail, high
tension, comic relief. By the magi9 of the English
man's submerged poetry, nightmare was turned
instantly ,into art.

In the darkne'ss that ushers in 1953, we still
manage, a lot of the time, to see some poetry in
our living. But the shabby harassments of a life
robbed of faith are beginning to obscure, or at
least' to disguise, tha1t poetry. We smile less often
than we did; we are grudging about admitting en
joyment. I think the English remain, at heart,
poets. But we are now poets with poker faces.
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1\··· THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID 11

Perfect Testing Ground

Korea, whic.h is small, and very much in the spot
light, is the perfect testing ground for brave new
techniques and brave new intentions. There,. the
U.N'. can go to work and prove that freedom and
civil liberties and modern science have a direct re
lationship to private health, individual well-being,
public education, and soil fertility. It should not
stop until the roofs no longer leak, and the sick
c.hildren are well children. And if these things
come to pass, and a more relaxed time comes to
the world, it may well turn out that Secretary of
State Dean Acheson is the ablest man we have had
in the Department.

The New Y orker Magazine (Notes and
Comment), Oct. 21, 1950

Eureka!

I've discovered something! Just ordinary people,
like doormen, cab drivers, and porters, are awfully
nice.

MARGARET TRUMAN, New York Journal
A merican, Feb. 15, 1953

UNESCO front the Housetops

If UNESCO is attacked on the grounds that it is
helping to prepare the world's people for world
government, then it is an error to burst forth with
apologetic statements and denials. Let us face it;
the job of UNESCO is to help create and promote
the elements of world citizenship. When faced with
such a "charge," let us by all means affirm it from
the housetops.

The Saturday Review, July 19, 1952

Only •••

The only other decisions reached at Yalta and not
made public in the Crimea Conference communique
related to initial membership in the International
Organization when it meets, and to territorial
trusteeship.

EDWARD R. STETTINIUS, JR., April 3, 1945

Honest-to-God Humanita'rian

... it is my opinion that the only man in China to
whom these poor people can look is Mao Tse-tung,
so-called Communist leader, who. is not a Commu
nist at all. He is the only man I met whom I be
lieve has the honest-to-'God welfare of these poor
people at heart.

REP. ALBERT J. ENGEL of Michigan, December
8, 1945



I BOOKS AND THE ARTS I
A Professional Politician

The most exciting book I have read during this
whole se1ason ris Benjamin P. Thomas's one-volume
life of Abraham Ltncoln (Alfred A. Knopf, $5.75).
I don't know why I found it so exci,ting. Perhaps
because of my ignorance, or my knowledge so well
forgotten, of the detaHs of the story. Perhaps be
cause the 18,000 manuscripts in the Robert Todd
Lincoln collection, unsealed in 1947, have brought
the story nearer to the man. Perhaps only because
of my love for Abr'aham Lincoln-to me he is the
most lovable of all the great men in history. And
perhaps again it is because of the timeliness of
this compact yet very complete portrait of the man
who defended democratic ideals with such firm and
realistic under,sltanding. In defending them, both
with arms and wIth logic, he developed and cl1ari
fled them. In his life they are engraved in great
letters that no man to the end of time can misread.

As I dwelt with this wonderful book, I kept ask..
ing myself just what are the qualities that make
Lincoln sltand so high am'ong the representatives!
of our species. For after all, though the permuta...
tions and combinations are as good as infinite, the
number of definable human traits is not too large
to run over. Magnan:imous kindness, I think, would
occupy a prim'ary place if such a list were com...
piled. Lincoln's literary gifts ran away with hi~

once in his youth, a thing that no writer can fail
to understand, and he found pleasure in a piece of
rather cruel satire. But so far as the record goes
and iit has been combed over and inspected with a
microscope-he never did a mean thing. He never
cherished a grudge. He was sufficiently humble to'
remember his own shortcomings when others of
fended him, and yet not so humble that he had to
buck himself up by despising those others. It is a
pre-Freudi'an way of say;ing, I suppose, that he
was not cursed with an inferiority complex. Pride
and humility kept a perfect balance in his brea8t.
A saying in the Bible that I would like to revise
'is: "Forgive us our s:ins as we forgive those who
sin against us." It should read: "Help us to for~

give those who sin against us as generously as we
forgive ourselves." And that is what Lincoln was
large enough to do. "A man has no time to spend
half his life in quarrel's," he said.

It is a trait of mind, and not only of temper, and

BY MAX EASTMAN

leads me to the quaHty that I think I would place
next in an inventory of Lincoln's greJatness; logic.
It has not been talked about, or even perceived, by
most of his eulogists, for both he and they lived
in a time when American culture was dominated
by the Hebraic and Chrisitian part of our tradition.
Our heritage from the Greeks, which is a good
half of what determines our judgments, so far as
history has a hand in this, was slow to be recog
nized in America.. The whole country was filled
with the noise of pre1aching and Sunday School
teaching. But Lincoln's native and unerring sense
of the logical relations among ideas, his a'bsolute
though unadvevtised loyalty to "reason, cold, cal
culating, unimpassioned reason," placed him in the
Greek as much as the Christi1an tradition. On the
platform he w'as more like .Pericles than like Luther
or Savonarola. He ,was a debater, never 'a spell
binder. And he could be, when he set him8elf the
task, as in preparing the Cooper Union address, a
meticulous and irrefutable research expert. The
march of scholarly logic in that speech has hardly
an equa,l in American political oratory.

Everything, of course, can be overdone. Kindness
can be weak if it is not balanced by practical judg
ment and strength of purpose. Much has been
rightly made of Lincoln's acts of mercy as com
mander-in-chief of the Nor'thern armies. "It would
frighten the boys too terribly to kill them," he
would say. But he had no hesitation in confirming

, the death sentence of a "flagrant" deserter when
he felt that the defense of the republic demanded it.

Lincoln's humorous genius, which has rarely been
excelled in depth and spontaneity, was a very in
herent part of his giflt of cool judgment. A sense
of humor is c'lose kin to a sense of proportion. Lin
coln never went off the deep end ; he rarely went
off the handle. It is only at a certain distance from
tragic or vexatious things that one can laugh at
them, and a sitrong instinct for laughter lifts one
into tha,t distance on the instant. His gift for get
ting above things with an appropri,ate and funny
anecdote was as startling, it seems tome, as the
wit of Sydney Smith or Oscar WHde. It was not
'wit, but poetic humor-that flair for l:aughahle
metaphor, in which America for some reason ex
cels all other natiions. Perh'aps it is because we
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have no serious mythology that we have made up
for it in slang and folklore, and in literature too,
with so rich an exercise of playful imagination.

Lincoln was like folklore itself in his power to
orIginate humor. The manner in which the appro
priate image or reminiscence would pop into his
head at exactly the right moment seems to me as
phenomenal as anYJthing in the history of genius.
Mr. Thomas tells how, when standing at the White
House window one day, Lincoln s'aw his three legis
lative tormentors, Charles Sumner, Henry vVilson,
and Thaddeus Stevens, coming up the driveway.
He wasreminded--.he said to his companion-of a
boy in school who was trying to read out loud from
the Old Testament the passage about the fiery fur
nace. When he came to the names Shadrach, Mesh
ach, and Abednego, he got his tongue all tangled
up and began to cry. The tea'cher helped him
through, and he went on reading. But pretty soon
he began to sob and sniffle 'again. The teacher said,
"What's the matter, Tommy-you're doing very
well." The boy answered through his tears: "Here
come those three fellers again!"

I see I am not going to finish this inventory in
the space allotted to me, but there are three other
things about Lincoln that I want to mention. He
was not a man upon whom you could pin any label.
A whole book has been written arguing that he
was a liberal, an essay arguing that he was a con
servative. Living again vividly and concretely, as
he' does in Mr. Thomas's biography, you see him
with his poised mind and his strange loping long
legged gait-you see him stride right through all
these confining lanes of classification. The ropes
would not hold him; the labels dropped off as fast
as they were pinned on. He had high, clear, and
extreme ideals, both humane and liberitarian, but
he had also a firm grasp upon matters of f'act. He
sensed the limilts of what could be done, human
nature and its historic predieament being wh'at
they are. He knew intuitively what the wisest
philosophers, going back to Aristotle, have failed
to teach many of our modern highbrows, th'at the
reign of laws as against the reign of persons is
the base and beginning of all progress in liberty.
He knew that this social habit might easily be de
stroyed in the name of liberty by a demagogue, or
even by a sincere but irresponsible reformer. He
hated slavery, and wanted to see it abolished, but
not at a sacrifice of the principle and habit of con
formity to constitutional law. That is an attitude
which many in h:igh pl'ace these recent ye'ars have
called conservative, and even reactionary. On the
other hand, he took, when the peril of the country
made it justifiable according to his oath of office,
an action which has endeared him to congenital
"radicals" throughout the world.

"I shall be glad to have any suggestions as to
details," he said in effect, when presenting a first
draft of the E'm,ancipartion Proclamation to his
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cabinet, "ibut I do not wish advice on the main
point, I have 'made up my mind on that." Members
of the cabinet sat stupefied at the boldness of this
wild radical.

Lincoln differed from many both on the radical
and the conservative side in having nothing of the
intellectual Smart Aleck about him, no note in any
word he ever spoke of bigotry or cant. He had an
inquiring and a growing mind. And he had no dis
position to let it grow in an intellectual hothouse
protected, I me1an, from exposure to the raw
weather of public life. It is easy for a writer, sit
ting comfortably at his desk with a foam cushion
to ease him even of his own weight, to discourse
s'cornfully about the failure of those wrestling
with practical problems to solve them in the light
of detached a priori rationality as exemplified
in his own lucidly smooth-flowing prose. People
who pipe down wisecracks and nea1tly annihilating
formulations from a pedestal are most often worse
than superfluous, they are a positive nuisance to
those confronting a complex human problem in its
practical terms.

I learn from Mr. Thomas-and I hope it is clear
that thi,s whole essay is a tribute of praiise to his
book---<that Lincoln differed from other men who
have become national heroes in having been a pro
fessional politician. His law practice was in a m'an
ner almost incidental. His well-nigh unflagging
ambition was to get elected to office, and to do well
in office when elected. There wer'e no party conven
tions when he started out on this eareer. A m'an
merely announced in the newspaper, or through a
circular to the public, that he was going to run for
office, and why. There is a modest and naive candor
in Lincoln's announcement, at twenty-three, that
he would be a eandidate for the Illinois leg'islature:
"Every m'an is said to have his peculiar ambition.
Whether it be true or not, I can say for one that I
have no other so great as that of being truly es
teemed of my fellow men, by rendering myself
worthy of their eslteem."

Undoubtedly that humble ambition played a part
in r'aising him so high.

Most extraordinary in a politician was his power,
in which he equalled the great poets, of profound
feeling. Still more extraordinary was his ability to
express such feeling, and therewith the ideals of a
nation, in language that is unexcelled in the world's
literature. How unique a war leader he was with
his tragically beautiful face-for I don't know what
people mean when they call him ugly-suffering
every bereavement, receiving every wound! How
different from our recent Iblithe captain, who en
joyed it all so immensely, and so ,gallantly threw
away hundreds of thousands of lives, and 'a· chance
to remake Germany 'and all Europe, in the cause of
the 'boyish bravado of "unconditional surrender"!



The Actonian Revival

Lord Acton: A Study in Conscience and Politics,
by Gertrude Himmelfarb. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press. $3.75

Acton's Political Philosophy: An Analysis, by G.
E. Fasnacht. New York: Viking Press. ~4.00

With a sure insitinct where the strength of his op
ponents rested, the late Professor Harold Laski
once wrote that "a case of unanswerable power
could be made out for the view that de Tocqueville
and Lord Acton were the essential liberals of the
nineteenth century." That this is at least partiaHy
true is now increasingly recognized. The Whig
tradition which they represented, the British ele
ment in the incongruous mixture which European
"Liberalism" then constituted, is gradually being
separated from the elements of French intellec
tualist democracy which had overlaid many of its
most valuable features. As the totalitarian pro
pensities of that French tradition come to be more
and more clearly seen (see particularly J. L. Tal
mon's important study on The Origins of Totali
tarian Democracy, 1952), it becomes increasingly
important to recover the sources of the great tra
dition which Lord Acton had in mind when he
wrote that "Burke at his best is England at its
best." It seems that after more than a hundred
years the basic truth is at last recognized which
that great American, Francis Lieber, so brilliantly
expressed in his essay on "Anglican and Gallican
Liberty" (1849).

It is as the last great representative of the
English Whig tradition and its most important de
velopment in the American Revolution that Lord
Acton is of such importance today. He himself was
perfectly aware of this intellectual ancestry, and
most of his characteristic maxims could easily be
traced to seventeenth and eighteenth century
sources (compare, e.g., Milton's fear that "long
continuance of power may corrupt the sincerest of
men"). Although Acton himself never achieved a
systematic exposition of his views, the corpus of
his historical essays and lectures is probably still
the most complete summation of that true "Liberal
ism" which sharply differed from the radicalisn1
that led to socialism, and which tome still appears
as ,the finest set of values which Western civiliza
tion has produced. It is incalculable how much
misery at least the European continent would have
been spared, if that tradition had prevailed instead
of the intellectualist version of "Liberalism," Iwhich
by its fierce and intolerant attUude to religion di
vided Europe hopelessly into two camps.

The widespread revival of interest in the writ
ings of Lord Acton-and de Tocqueville-is thus 8

welcome and promising sign. Within the last fey\'
years we have had, apart from numerous articles
on him in learned journals, Bishop Mathews'study

on Acton's youth, a valuable ess'ay on him by Pro
fessor Herbert Butterfield, and Miss Himmelfarb's
earlier collection of some of Acton's essays pub
lished in 1948 under the title Freedom and Power.
An edition of Acton's complete works has been an
nounced, and simultaneously with the two volumes
under revieTvV, a most welcome ediition of his Essays
on Church and State has been brought out by Mr.
Douglas Woodruff.

The two books listed at the head of this note are
nevertheless the first satisfactory accounts of Ac
ton's ideas as a whole. Moreover, they are comple
mentary rather than competing with each other.
Miss Himmelfarb's is a very skillful account of the
evolution of Acton's ideas, while Mr. Fasnacht sur
veys them systematically topic by topic. Both
authors have drawn heavily on the great volume of
Acton manuscripts preserved in the library of
Cambridge University, and as a result a great't deal
of new light is thrown on many of Acton's ideas
which he had expressed only aphoristically in his
occasional publications. Although I have myself for
a long time been a student and admirer of Acton, I
have gratefully to admit that many of the apparent
contradictions in his writings have resolved them
selves for me only as a result of Miss Himmelfarb's
sympathetic description of the slow growth and
gradual change of his views. She also reconstructs
from the accessible documents an intelligible ac
count of 'the most crucial episode in Acton's life,
his reaction to the declaration of papal infallibiHty
by the Vatican Council in 1870, which the supres
sion of his relevant letters of that period had so
far concealed. The book is certainly the best intro
duction to Acton's thought, even though the author
probably exaggerates the extent to which Acton in
later life had abandoned the Whig position of the
early Burke; it is perhaps also for this reason that
she is unduly puzzled by the fact that Acton, who
had nothing but praise for the American Revolu
tion, remained highly critical of the French Revo
lution.

Prepared by Miss Himmelfarb's introduction the
reader will turn with advantage to Mr. Fasnacht's
less readable but no less careful and scholarly pre
sentation of Acton's mature thought. It is a
straightforward exposition, largely in Acton's own
words. Though Mr. F.asnacht is fully aware of the
development of Acton's ideas, his aim is mainly to
show that they form a coherent system and to pro
vide as much material as possible from which the
gaps in the fragmentary statements left by Acton
himself can be filled. It makes a fascinating book
to study. We get many of the more suggestive notes
from the hundreds of card boxes in which Acton
had accumulated the material for his History of
Liberty, the "greatest book that has never been
written." There is material there, not only for
many Ph.D. theses, but also for some good books
which I hope will some day appear. And the
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thoughtful reader will find ample stimulus to exer
else his own intelligence on some of the toughest
problems of political philosophy.

F. A. HAYEK

New Truth for a New Dealer
Big Business, by David E. Lilienthal. New York:

Harper & Bros. $2.75

In the early days of the New Deal, left-wing aca
demic circles fashioned a new stick with which to
beat the dog of that era-American business. They
coined a nasty-sounding new word and created a
new concept which, they said, described the evil of
Big Business. The word was OLI-GOPOLY, and
they defined it as the domination of the market by
a few big companies. It must be noted that the
word was cleverly contrived to have a resemblance
to MON-OPOLY, which the American public
thoroughly disliked, and which was accepted by
them as an evil practice against their interests.
Since monopoly itself was a dead issue, having
been mostly eliminated by government prosecutions
under the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, there was
need, in the minds of New Deal theoreticians, for
a new idea like oligopoly with which to 'attack
what theycaHed "the growth of Big Business
concentration."

Every college classroom and public lecture hall
soon rang with denunciations of oligopoly and Big
Business. Naturally enough, this propaganda soon
began to seep through to the New Deal govern
mental agencies. In no time at all, the bright young
government lawyers, who had sat at the feet of
the college professors" carried the attack on oli
gopoly into the courts with crusading zeal. Their
arguments fell upon fertile ground, for the Su
preme Court itself had become dominantly New
Deal in its composition. And so the Douglases, the
Blacks, and the Frankfurters gravely nodded their
heads and agreed with the government lawyers.
The. argument was a. simple one; monopoly was no

" longer the only evil-it was Big Business. Bigness
of and by itself became a crime. The reader may
have the naive idea that a big company must act
in restraint of trade in order to be guilty under
the law, but of course that is an old-fashioned con
cept. The company may be benign and law-abiding,
but is, nevertheless, guilty because it has the ca
pacity for an 'evil act in the future, and therefore
it must be prosecuted.

And so' it came about that in this country
which is dependent upon vast aggregations of ma
chines and men for the efficient production neces
sary to maintain the standard of living we enjoy
and to produce the arms which can defend a free
world-the very instrument of our prosperity and
our self-preservation is attacked as an evil per se.
This curious :anomaly was pointed out by a hand-
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ful of stalwarts on the Right in articles appearing
in technical journals and a few magazines. But it
remained, strangely enough, for a former leader of
the New Deal, David E. Lilienthal, of T.V.A. fame,
to vigorously defend Big Business in popular
fashion. His book-Big Business: A New Era
makes you rub your eyes as you read it. Is it in
deed a former leader of the New Dea'l who says,
"America has been stimulated and quickened by
Big Business. As a consequence, competition has
taken on a renewed vitality and diversity, a new
dimension and a new content"? He insists, without
qualification, that we are better off because of Big
Business. "I do not mean solely in the material or
economic sense," he says, but "better off also in
the non-ma,terial sense, better able to develop the
values and life that seems to us important ...
better able to develop the kind of country we deeply
desire this land of ours to be." He points out in de
tail how Big Business improves our standard of
living, protects our national security, increases
competition, preserves and develops our natural re
sources and, in sum, serves the interests of a dy
namic, democratic people.

Mr. Lilienthal's ideas about the relationship of
Big Business to the public interest have, by coinci
dence, been strongly supported by several recent
reports from the academic world. First of all, there
is the scholarly study of Dr. M. A. Adelman of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His analy
sis, published in the Harvard Review of Economics,
proves that there has been no increase in big busi
ness concentration over the past fifty years and, in
fact, there may have been a decline. Small and
medium-sized companies have waxed great during
the very period when big business, according to
the prevailing theory, was supposed to be gobbling·
up everything in sight. Dr. Adelman's report would
indicate that there was no factual basis to the
theory that oligopoly was growing by leaps and
bounds and threatened the welfare of the people.

Also a report just published by The Brookings
Institute sheds new Hght on the 'activities of Big
Business and confirms Mr. Lilienthal's stand. Dr.
A. D. Kaplan, who took five years to prepare this
document, found that "the top is a slippery place."
Big companies must fight for their position just as
the smaU ones do. Only 36 companies of those
which constituted the leading 100 at the top in 1900
remained in that category when a count was taken
forty years later. And the interesting fact is that
many of the big companies, such as U. S. Steel,
garnered a much smaller percentage of the sales of
their industry than they did four decades earlier.
Even giant organizations must meet the challenge
of new conditions and changing puhlic demand if
they want to stay at ,the top. 'The net result of all
recent investigations seems to prove that the con
sumer is Iboss in this country, despite all talk about
oligopoly. That seems to be the main point of Mr.
LiHenthal's book, and it is certainly a sound one.



But what are we to do if the Douglases and the
Blacks continue to try to destroy big business by a
twisted reasoning about the Sherman Anti..;Trust
Law? Mr. Lilienthal's solution is a simple one. He
is not in favor of detailed amendments to the Sher
man and Clayton Acts, "ibut rather a broad declara
tion of public policy that the prime concern of the
Congress is not with competition per se, nor with
competitors, but with productivity and the promo
tion of an ethical and economic distribution of this
productivity." The new statute, he says, should
provide that all existing laws and interpretations
that do not further this basic economic policy are
set aside or repealed. That may sound like a good
solution, but suppose the government lawyers or
the eminent jurists twist the meaning of this
statute to me'an that the A&P stores should not cut
their prices to the public-because in the long run
such a policy really harms the productivity of small
producers? They can just as well accept· this kind
of nonsense as they h'ave accepted the current in
terpretation. Mr. Lilienthal's idea can hardly be
considered a basic solution to the present problem,
although it doescontrilbute an interesting point of
view to the active discussion on big business which
is now taking place.

As a footnote to IVIr. Lilienthal's book, it must
be noted thwt he has not entirely liberated himself
from his old misconceptions. Note in the quotation
above that he is not satisfied with an economic dis
tribution of productivity in a free market, but he
wants the government to impose an "ethical" one
also. He does not trust the free market which is
made by free people" nor does he seem to realize
that one m'an's ethics may be another man's expro
priation. There are a few other evidences of Mr.
Dilienthal's old prejudices in his new book, but in
the main it must be said he has performed a fine
service in bravely repudiating "liberal" ideias about
American business and in writing a forthright, in
teresting, and able defense of an institution which
is essential for our strength and our growth.

LAWRENCE FERTIG

How Different Is Tito?
Tito, by Vladimir Dedijer. New York: Simon and

Schuster. $5.00

The rich, rare mea,t in this aUlthorized "biography"
of Yugoslavia's Tito lis some big ,chunks of revela
tion about Stalin, the Russians, and other non
Yugoslav Reds. Since Politburos, unfortunaJteily, do
not fall oUlt often, the;se disclosures hased on past
intimacies make a unique document. We see SrtaUn
wolfishly encoura'ging the Yugoslavs to "swallow"
Albania, ordering them to abandon .the Greek civil
war as lost,admitting he mi,srtakenly instructed
the unheeding Chinese similarly to halt their own
civil war~ refus'ing to believe thalt Holland is part

of Benelux ("When I say I no' it means NO"), roar
ing at a petrified secretary, being petted and nuz
zled by Molotov, Malenkov and Co., doodling in a
not~book while buHdozing satellite e1missaries, dis
mis'Sljng Togli:atti as a "professor," Pleck as a
"Grandpa," La Passionaria as "unable to pull her
self together," Thorez as less than a "dog." Such
glimpses are worith the priee of admission.

Coml'rade Dedijer's survey of Soviet iniquity and
folly is also fascinating, though a good piece of it
echoes previous Pavtisan hlasts. The Red Army
Inade its "liberation" of Yugoslavia doubly memor
able by raping its beloved ally's womenfolk. The
Russians en!ticed or bludgeoned Yugoslavs into
spying on themselves, tried to infiltrate every
agency, imported hordes of Soviet "advisers" at
Yugoslav expense, demanded (and partially re
eeived) ruinous e'conom'ic concessions, insisted on a
virtuall veto over foreign policy. In sum, Moscow
invited Belgrade to give aH and be blessed, and
when Tito-to his eternal credit-demurred, he
was ex:communica1ted. To get him overthrown as
well, the Kremlin performed antics of opulent stu
pidi.ty, such as s!tuffing copies of the Cominform
expulsion resolution (already freely published in
Yugoslavia) into baBoons for dumping on Tito's
territory, floating ,more copies down the Danube,
and telling the Yugoslavs that the resistance move
ment did almost nothing to kick out the Germans.

Discounting the bias, Dedijer's story is still sub
stantially true. The Russians behaved the s,ame way
or worse in other satellite countries, as those of us
know who were there. But by the s'ame token, Dedi
jer's claims of unrelieved Yugos'lav Red vi~tue are
a fligh1t of fine fancy. We know this because some
of us h'aive been there too.

The author assel'rts that Tilto was nausea'ted by
Stann's "betrayal" of the R'evolution as early as
the Great Purges. He remained loyal throughout
WorId.War Two and beyond, it is further alleged,
primarily because the USSR, despi,te its shattering
of the dream, was slti11 the only "socialist" bastion.
If this constant trauma over Moscovite double
dealing really obtained, then Tito's fanatic ad
herence by word and deed during the same period
was so massive a dupUcUy that nothing he can say
now is worth believing. (And nothing we could
possHjly have been scheming in 1946 held a candle
to the gl'are of Soviet malevoience against Yugo
slavia, yet the planes Tito shot down were Ameri
can.) Char'acteristicaHy, he blames the Soviets
most for subordina,ting the ParHs'an cause during
the war to Mos'Cow's own "imperialist" ambitions.
In point of fact, as Dedijer's own evidence proves,
Tito was grabbing Yugos'1avia more openly for
Communism than even Stalin could abide. It was
necessary, afiter all" to pretend that Moscow's SOlIe
desire was the union of all democratic forces against
fascism. "What do you need the red stars for?"
Stalin asked. "You are frightenring the British. The
form isn'lt i1mportant."
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Aecording to Dedij'er, Tiito is no Tlitois>t but a
true Marxist; Stalin was the "revisionist." The
superior excellence of Partisan-'s!tyle "socialism"
Dedijer abjures the nasity word "Communism" for
the Western re'aders he w,ants to beguile-is diffi
cult to detect at close hand. This official version of
the rise of Yugoslav "democracy" rewrites the
reoordas blandly a's any Kremlin historiographer.
There is no intimation of the Party's numerical
feebleness at the outset, of the broken pledges to
theanti-Nazi, non~Communist parties, of the
phoney elections, of the ministrations of OZNA
UDBpolice, of the syslte,matic aecreition of power
without genuine referendum or even dehat'e.

Dedijer im'plies that Tito began to turn away
from local imitation of Stalinist models before
Stalin expelled him, but produces no supporting
evidence, because none exists. We are obliged to
the author, at least, for a clear though involuntary
flash of light on Belgrade's present publicity cam
paign of internal "reforms." "A multi-party sys
tem," he writes, "means several programs, and
here . . • there is only one program. . . Those
opposed to this program can not be permitted to
impede its materialization... " By extension, this
is authoritative commentary on the entire re
formist hoax which the Partisans are now trying
to put over on the West. As Stalin told Tito, "the
form isn't important." The content of the "reforms"
le'aves the absolute power of the Com'munists totally
unaffected.

In addition to being T,ito's American-contact m'an
and U.N. troubleshooter, Dedijer is a previously
published author, an "expert" on the United States,
a ranking Partisan propagandist, and the head man
at Borba, Yugoslavia's top newspaper. He might
therefore be expe'cted to know how to wri:te, parti
cularly for an American audience. And the M'arshal
is an eminently "writable" subject. Dedijer him
self anticipates ,the criticism that "I have written
this biography with bias, passion, hatred or love"
---.:and he manfully refuses to deny that "I love my
country and I love THo." The objects of these affec
tions, however, are not served by the slipshod
craftsmanship whidh characterizes hi'S book.

Only the closing quarlter of the book, which dis
s'e'cts Soviet villainies, has verve and readability.
Half of the rest :is not ahout Tito a,t all but about
the Communist "struggle"--in a self-vindicating,
cluttered narrative. Here the best of the oC'cas'ional
good passages are iborrowed from 'colleagues:
notably Alexander Rankovic's story of his own res
cue from a Gestapo hospital and Sreten Zujevic's sly
account of a 'Tito-Mihailovich parley. As for the
biographical sections, random remarks by Tito and
meaningless anecdotes about him-without merit
or even point-----are· religiously inserted on the ap
parent hero-worshipping theory that nothing the
gre·at man says or does is trivial. On the other
hand, the drama and intrinsic interest in many
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phases of Tito's youth and laJter development are
obS'cured by choppy, skeletal treatment. One can
only describe as pure corn the contrivance whereby
Tito, below various chapter headings, sits down
during the shot and shell of war and delivers
himself of organized, chrono'logical reminiscences
in his own "words." The late Louis Adamic, an
equally fervent zealot, produced a vastly better
biography last year in The Eagle and the Roots
beeause he had talked to persons who knew Tito,
collee:ted da1ta from an over-----in short, done some
research. Even the memoirs published by Lite
thanks to competent editing-sound better than
Dedijer's rendering of the sam'e "words."

T;hese stric,tures are perhaps a bit irre1levant,
S'ince Dedijer evidently set out to write a tract
rather than a book, the jus'tifiC'ation of a messianic
movement rather than the flesh-and-blood biography

. of a formidable but not quite saintly man. Still,
even a tract is more persuasive if it shows some
mercy for the reader by sprinklings of wit, humor,
art, moderation, and humility. 'The absence of such
graces is in itself a reflection of that remorseless,
implacable clique of saviors whose duB dominion
over the Yugoslav peoples Dedijer labors to glorify.

HAL LEHRMAN

Neglected President
Benjamin Harrison: Hoosier Warrior, 1833-1865,

by Harry J. Sievers, S.J. Chicago: Henry Reg
nery Company. $5.00

The first half of a two-volume biography of Ben
jamin Harrison is chronologically welcome, coming
si~ty years after the tenth American general to
become President of the United States is being
succeeded by the eleventh-Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Although the similarity ends there, Eisenhower
be,ing a career soldier and Harrison a volunteer in
the Civil War, both are as one in hating war and
its dire results. The Brooklyn-born author became
interested in the Harrison life while enrolled in
the History Department of Georgetown University
and the biography was commissioned by the Ar
thur Jordan Foundation. About one of the least
profiled White House occupants, Father Sievers
found a rewarding ca'che of newspaper sources and
many unpublished manuscripts. The letters to his
wife Carrie are a chronicle of the w·ar within his
perimeter. The illustrations are excellent and the
documentation most detailed.

In contrast to General Douglas MacArthur's fa
mous closing sentence that old soldiers never die
but just fade away, President Harrison, visiting
Mount McGregor, where General U. S. Grant died,
remarked that "great lives ... do not go out. They
go on." Both are right-but they must be indeed
great lives, and not all of our presidents belong in
that slot. A. R. PINel
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An old fahle is 'a measuring rod. It is a parable
against which to put the acts of ,man.

There is an old tale of the ant who grew tired of
the day's toil and drudgery, hauling grain after
grain of sand to the mouth of the shaflt. One day,
struck by perversity, or a sense of beauty, or in
dividualism, he revolted. He began to haul none
but grains of sand of a reddish hue. To everyone
who passed him in the tunnels, he said: "Red is the
only 'Color." The ants laughed, and let him work.
At the end of day, though, the little 'mound had a
reddish cast. And all the ants returning home saw
that it was different. There was no blundering
among the many ant hills, their hill was different
frorn the others. "Red," the word was passed
through the tunnels, "is the only color." The next
day it turned even redder. Ants of other nests saw
it and thought: "Why red? Red is 'a fool color." A
nearby nest expressed its individualism and picked
grains that seemed yellow. Another had mounds of
grey. Another of blue. The world was startled that
summer iby the earth's blossoming in this strange
fad of the tinted ant hills.

But the process destroyed itself. An ant in the
nest carrying red grains thought: "See how ,much
beauty iindividualism and originality have ,wrought.
I will 'add blue to the red." And he hauled only
grains of a bluish hue. A young ant, seeing him,
said: "Everybody's got an idea. I'll haul yellow."
Soon each ,was hauling his own color. In one week
the mounds were again the dull mixed color of
average ,earth. The same happened in other nests.
All ,looked exactly as :they had ,before, except that
now each ant was independently and vociferously
carrying only what he liked. And the world, which
had in early summer put out all sorts of ideas on
the new 'intelligence of ants, saw the reversion and
could not understand 'what had happened.

The modern history of the theater has been, in
similar fashion, a frantic search for the "true
theater." There have 'been ,cults of realism, sym
bolism, constructivism; :page'antry, no sets, simple
sets, sets by architects, sets by painters, modern
dress for Shakespeare. The list lis endless. Every
one was flaunting a style, to waken what he con
sidered a sleeping public. The strange thing was
that the theater ,was, and has ,been, and is, all these
styles. For whatever the style, it is sight, sound,
spectacle, controversy, and a display of talent that
give it validity.

Yet in ,the last two years we have had a trend, a
return to what appears to be the bare, seeming
essence: the theater of the word. No sets, no color,
no movement, no make-up, no costumes, and, most

startling of all, no play. The courage of it made
gossip, the 'attempt made it a spectacle, the success
nlade theater.

The current trend toward theater readings was
initiated a frw years ,back by Mr. Charles Laugh
ton, who booked one-man, grab-bag readings of the
Bible, Shakespeare, Thomas Wolfe. Laughton is
mime, showman, and actor, and in the best sense a
"ham" who strives for large, rich, and varied
effects. He was a success. It ,was theater. But the
final sum or final effect was not essentially, as in a
play, the author's. It was Laughton's.

Last year there came another, and slightly elab
orated version of readings, with Emlyn Williams
as Charles Dickens. But it was no longer a mere
reading, for Williams was not only actor and vir
tuoso: he was Charles Dickens, down to beard,
dress, and manner, recreating a time and phase in
the life of Dickens. That time, actually. before the
mass 'media, :when dramatic readings were popular.
The words, the attitudes, the scenes were Dickens',
and the final effect here, as in a play, was the
author's. The performance stood or fell on the
quality and character of Dickens-not, as in Laugh
ton's readings, on the quality of Laughton. It was
an oddity, a spectacle, and a success.

Then there came a third elaiboration of readings.
The First Drama Quartet of 1952 c'ast its "readers"
as four separate characters who read, or acted,
Shaw's Don Juan In Hell. Four persons in formal
evening clothes stood before four microphones. And
it was primarily talk, a magnificent disquisition
and dialectic, a twentieth century Book of Job.
And like Job it was an argument between a man,
his spirit, and his friends on the ,meaning of life.
But where Job suffered his 'pain with an incan
descence of passion and inspired poetry, Shaw's
hero suffers the more civilized, sophisticated ail
ment of boredom, and rises to paradox and wit. It
,,·as Job though, nevertheless. Each character exem
plifying a view of life, an attitude, and a manner,
The Man of Intellect, the Average Woman of
IVIorality, the Statue of The Accepted Hero, and
the Devil (instead of God) as the adversary. And
this talk, too, was theater.

We come now to a fourth stage in the current
"theater of words," the present reading of Stephen
Vincent Benet's epic, John Brown's Body, with Ty
rone Power, Judith Anderson, and Raymond
Massey, again adapted and directed iby Mr. Laugh
ton.

Here that original, simple reading of one man
has, in four steps, grown to a full production. And
it must suffer critical appraisal now, not only of
the ,words and effort of its actors, ,but of the com
plex of its style and aecretions. For it is no longer
a simple reading, the attempt being made to rein
troduce the fluid movement of a play by the addi
tion of staging, lighting, properties, and "business."
So subtle is this return to the full theater that at
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first it goes unseen. There are three actors and
three microphones, establishing a simple tripartite
expectation, as in the Shaw reading, but, actually,
the actors wander restlessily from mike to luike,
destroying, sYlubolically, the need for mikes at all.
The mikes becolne, as they would in a play, a de",
traction and a hindrance.

Again, as in a play, the actors are in depth and
in a set. There is a balustrade behind the Inicro~

phones, and behind this the actors "disappear"
from the action, though not froln sight; they sit on
it in a partial withdrawal, they stand behind it
emoting from a distance. In one scene Mr. Power,
in formal evening dress, throws himself on the
ground behind the ba'lustrade to fight out a power
ful battle scene of the Civil War.

There is a lack of clarity in all this. It is a la'w of
art 'and the stage that an action and a symbol must
intiminate. In the Chinese theater, for instance, an
actor indicates in pantomine that there is a wall
behind him, and stepping over the line he is out of
the action. But here, at the Century Theater, having
established the balustrade, Laughton has made its
use and meaning both multiple and unclear. We
begin to expect of the simple balustrade a series of
surprise uses; instead of being a clarification and
an aid to imaginative visualization, it becomes a
grotesque and self-assertive trick box.

But the prime addition to the reading has been
the chorus. And here too an unclarity pervades. To
the old Greek play the chorus was also an aid to a
theater \of words, to long, dramatic, set speeches.
But it served a clear function. It was the conscience
and expectation of the audience made literate and
oral; it was a philosophic comment on the action
as it unfolded. It helped and it enriched. At the
Century the chorus is merely period music and
background sound effects; the sound of wind, the
tramp of soldiers, the clatter of the coming post
w,ar mechanization. As performed it adds nothing
to the meaning of the lines or ,the prime imagery
of the poetry. It induces a certain sentimentality
by conjuring up the old music, but it doesn't deepen
the feeling. It lends pathos, but not passion.

The poem itself is an epic of peculiar intensity,
giving ,grandeur to the simple, the commonplace
(in either southern manor or northern farm), but
bringing high dramatic 'moments of the deep tWar
down, with effort, to the conversational. And so
Benet evokes ,a rich mood, and the chorus some
times helps, but dramatically the poem fails to rise
to its big crises. Indeed the poem walks, at times,
in editorial prose.

Yet despite a flabby use of chorus, the uncertain
use of balustrade, too great 'movement of the ac
tors, the st,age ,being what it is, John Brown's Body
is exciting theater. Some will think it is precisely
because of the chorus, and because of the balus
trade, and because of the over-movement, or be
cause of the strong Benet poetry. I'd say it was
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because, being a unique use of aU these elements,
it is experiment and spectacle and showpiece.

And, moreover, because the ,performance of Ty
rone Power, and to a lesser degree, of Judith An
derson, are things to behold, things with a meaning
and validity and surprise of their own.

Of particular interest, however, in the acting of
this diffuse piece is that the actors jump characters
and narrative pace through the evening, like jockeys
S'vvitching horses in mid-r'ace. Miss Anderson, for
instance, takes the feminine parts, both adolescent
and aged, and ,the narrative portions in which they
appear. Mr. Power takes the role of a southern and
a northern boy, and other assorted characters of
the war. Mr. Massey acts the role of main narrator
and of plantation "darky" in dialect, as well as Abe
Lincoln in the tragic and folksy Massey manner.
This, to say the least, adds unclarity again to a
piece that seeks to :be a consistent. whole.

Take Miss Anderson, an !actress of intensity, who
needs, properly, a part to bite into. Most of the
evening she wheels around a quiet, family bwby
carriage of second-rate poetry. Yet· she does a fine
reading of a girl in her first yearning and love and
pangs of giving birth. But try as she .will, it is a
reading that portrays the power of Miss Anderson
and does not give us the eye image of adolescence
and youth. Her 'Powerful 'moment of birth is done
with the strong hands of maturity,' the heavy body
of age. So Mr. Laughton, to compensate, puts on
stage early in the performance the flitting image
of a young girl dancing behind the microphones as ,
Miss Anderson reads the part.

So, as in the fable, there is a return, again, as
far as ,the world can see, to the beginning. The
dr,amatic reading has "grown" back into the body
of our theater. It is now a complete stage presenta
tion, whose success is dependent not solely on the
talent of a great actor, but on the complex effect
of author, ,actors, and the staging combined.

ALEXANDER MARSHACK

Invitation from Rome
This morning soft new:blossoms burst like spray
From all the corner stands of sun-bright Rome,
Scattering flecks of fragrant, pink-tinged foam
Upon the purple violets that lay
In clustered rest beside the upright, gay,
Gold-yellow daffodils. A graceful dome
Of curving pale mimosa gave a home
Tro earth-moist bulbs in brick-red pots of clay.
o here, my dearest, is that magic spring
Your wakened love once let me briefly see
And then withdrew, lest I,~a mortal thing,
Might 'bruise its buds with joy too rashly free.
Since I am older now, with chastened wing,
Will you come share this gentle time with me?

ISABEL WHITTEMORE
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In this age of labels, a man is often pressed jor an answer to the question as to what he

calls himself. For ourselves, we can answer no more exactly than we did in our first issue.

The Freeman will be at once radical, libera1., conservative, and reactionary. It will he
radical because it will go to the root of questions. It will be liberal because it will
stand for the maXilTIUm of individual liberty, for tolerance of all honest diversity of
opinion, and for faith in the efficacy of solving our internal problems by discussion
and reason rather than suppression and force. It will he conservative because it believes
in conserving the ~reat constructive achievements of the past. And it will be reactionary
if that means reacting against ignorant and reckless efforts to destroy precisely what is
most precious in our great economic, political, and cultural heritage in the name of
alleged "progress."

That was our "label" on October 2, 1950. It remains so today.
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We made this rocket really fly!

CRUISING SPEEDS up to 89 miles an hour are easy for the
Rock Island's Rocky Monntain Rocket to maintain.
This crack Chicago-Denver streamliner rolls on Timken®
tapered roller bearings. Timken bearings eliminate all speed
restrictions and delays due to old-style friction bearings.

They helped bring the streamliner age to America's rail
roads. Now the railroads are looking to them to streamline
freight service, too. By eliminating the ~~hot box" problem
-the result of overheated axles-Timken roller bearings
will end the No. 1 cause of freight train delays.

Now meet the next great step in railroading

TO MAKE freight service ever better,
the railroads are finding the answer to
~~hot boxes" in ~~Roller Freight"
freight cars on Timken tapered roller
bearings in place of the old-style fric
tion bearings commonly used.

TO TAKE the shock loads of railroad
service, rollers and races of Timken
bearings have tough cores. Hardened
surfaces resist wear. When all railroads
go~~Roller Freight", they'll save an
estimated $190 million a year, net a
22% yearly return on the investment.

THE RECORD for one railroad's ~~Roller

Freight" is 50,000,000 car-miles with
out a ~~hot box". By contrast, freight
cars on friction bearings average only
212,000 car-miles between set-outs for
~~hot boxes".

COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES of cartridge jour
nal box and Timken bearings for freight
cars cost 20% less than applications of
six years ago. Applica.tions are available
for converting existing cars. Other prod
ucts of the Timken Company: alloy
steel and tubing, renlovable rock bits.

ANOTHER RAILROAD cut running tilne
in half on a livestock run with ~~Roller

Freight", upping its business 30% in
two years. Timken bearings permit sus
tained high speeds, cut the cost of
lubricant up to 89%.
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